
BORN TO DIE



INT. HOSPITAL WAITING AREA - DAY

A tattoo of a black hour glass peaks out under the cuff of a 
clean, white sleeve like a warning.

The lounge is almost deserted, a vacuum of ticking seconds.  
A national newscast drones on a nearby flatscreen.

NEWS COMMENTATOR 
(on television)

...this is one of the largest 
frauds in recent memory - 181.6 
million emptied out of Vitalux 
Corporation pension accounts...

An ELDERLY PATIENT, takes labored breaths from an oxygen 
tank.  He glances over at the tattoo.

It belongs to a man, middle-aged, piercing eyes -- a general 
beaten down by endless battle.  He smooths creases out of his 
tailored suit.  This is FRANK NYLAND.

NEWS COMMENTATOR   (CONT’D)
(on television)

...Former CEO Richard Burton, 
indicted on charges of fraud in the 
theft, left his arraignment 
claiming he was the victim of a 
daring con operation and he has no 
knowledge of where the stolen money 
is.  Federal investigators remain 
skeptical, but our team has 
acquired an exclusive sketch of the 
alleged accomplice-

The Elderly Patient cranes to see.  Frank leans over to block 
his view, on the defensive.

FRANK
Looks like they’re keeping you on 
ice.

ELDERLY PATIENT
You’d think when you’re dying they 
wouldn’t keep you waiting.  

Frank smirks, cordial.

FRANK
I’ve only been to a hospital twice 
that I remember.  First time was 
when my father passed.  Second 
time, they told me I had a year...



A DOCTOR wanders by the lounge, lost in his own hospital.  He 
steals a subtle glance at Frank, clears his throat. 

Frank rises from his chair, relieved.

ELDERLY PATIENT
I don’t mind dying.  But dying 
alone...what does that say for you?

Frank glances back but the Elderly Patient’s eyes stare off 
somewhere far away.  

Lost for words, Frank strides after the Doctor just as a 
sketch of his likeness appears on screen above the 
headline... 

“Accomplice in Massive Theft.” 

EXAM ROOM

The Doctor sheds his white coat in the trash, no more a 
doctor than Frank.  This is WEDNESDAY, middle-aged, doesn’t 
trust his own shadow.

FRANK
Where’s the money?

WEDNESDAY
Clean. But that’s not why I’m here.  
I just got word from my source in 
the bureau...it’s Henry.

The color drains from Frank’s face.

FRANK
Bullshit.  I know him.  He’s 
like...family.

WEDNESDAY
You don’t have family, Frank.  
You’ve got me.  I came as a 
courtesy so do me the same fuckin’ 
favor.  What does he know about me?

FRANK
Nothing.  I’ve never mentioned 
you...in specifics.  Wednesday, I 
need this.  

WEDNESDAY
You can’t have your operation in a 
federal penitentiary.  
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Best I can do is courier the money 
directly to the surgeon.  But only 
if you clean up your end.

Wednesday dangles a motel key.

FRANK
What is that?

WEDNESDAY
We don’t know what he knows, not 
for certain, so let’s be fucking 
certain.  

Frank hesitates.

WEDNESDAY (CONT’D)
Frank, you’re the only guy who can 
pull off a job this big.  But you 
didn’t get this far thinking 
stupid.

Cornered, Frank takes the key.

WEDNESDAY (CONT’D)
I know I don’t have to say it, but 
if my name comes up...

Frank levels a chilly stare.

WEDNESDAY (CONT’D)
I won’t go down with you, Frank.  
The money doesn’t move until it’s 
done.

INT. CORNER DINER - DAY

Frank waits in a window booth. The motel room key sits on the 
table, asking a question he doesn’t want to answer.

A fresh faced man, late 20’s, possessed by the swagger of 
brazen youth, saunters through the door.  HENRY PIKE.  

Frank smiles, clears the key from the table as Henry sits.

HENRY
Our friend was in the news again.

FRANK
I noticed.

A WAITRESS brings coffee.  Henry waits for her to leave.
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HENRY
I got you something.

Henry pushes a small black box across the table, proud.  

FRANK
The fuck is this?

HENRY
A present.  Relax.

Frank opens the box.  A pair of sterling silver cuff links 
stare back -- very nice.

FRANK
Didn’t know you were sentimental.

HENRY
It’s been nine months.  Why not 
celebrate?

Frank stares out the window, distracted.

FRANK
Thanks.

HENRY
It’s nothing.  This job...was a 
fuckin’ Picaso, man.  I’ve never 
done...  

Frank scans the cars lining the street outside the diner.  

HENRY (CONT’D)
I kinda miss it.  Fuckin’ strange, 
right?  You ever miss it?

Frank turns back to the table.  He can relate.

FRANK
Sometimes.

HENRY
So, your guy, “Friday” or 
“Wednesday”, -- say how we collect?

FRANK
Dead drop.  Toucan Motel across the 
street.  Room 237.

Frank slides the motel key across, inscrutable.  

HENRY
Dead drop?  No face to face?
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Frank’s sips his coffee, measures Henry.

HENRY (CONT’D)
You sure you trust him? I mean, for 
all we know-

FRANK
It’s done.  Two bags, equal 
denominations of untraceable bearer 
bonds.  We each collect our bag and 
go our separate ways.

HENRY
What, just like that?  This was a 
partnership.

FRANK
You know my condition.

HENRY
Yeah, but with your surgery-

FRANK
It’s not a guarantee.  

HENRY
This ain’t what we talked about, 
Frank.  You don’t have to go 
through this shit alone if you 
just...let me help. 

Frank considers.  He reaches for the motel key.

FRANK
We don’t have to do this now.  We 
can hold off-

HENRY
Whoa, easy.  We’re cool.  Like you 
say then.  Not like I thought I’d 
ever change your mind.

Henry takes the key from Frank, defeated.

HENRY (CONT’D)
You know if you ever pull 
another...one of these, I’m in, 
right?  You don’t even have to ask. 

FRANK
I know.

Frank stares out the window again, somewhere else.  Henry 
gets up.
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HENRY
(off look)

Right.  You’ll be okay, Frank.  
You’re too goddamn stubborn to die.

Henry walks out. 

Frank picks up his coffee but his hands tremble.  His eyes 
stay fixed on the mug.  

From his window seat Henry can be seen trotting across the 
street.  He climbs the steps to the second floor units.   

At room 237 Henry stops, jabs the key in the door... 

Frank’s head is in his hands.  

He won’t watch.

BOOM!  

An explosion rips through he motel door.  

Henry is blasted over the guardrail.  His body cartwheels and 
cracks against the windshield of a parked car.

EXT. DINER PARKING LOT - CONTINUOUS

Panicked BYSTANDERS rush across the street.  Frank sweeps by 
in the opposite direction.  

He yanks open his car door, stops.  A plume of smoke billows 
up from the motel.  

No sirens, no rushing steps.  It’s clear.

Frank swallows, passes the cuff links over in his fingers.  
An unspoken goodbye.

CRACK.  

Frank is slammed into the side of his car by a FEDERAL AGENT 
in a navy windbreaker, ‘FBI’ written in yellow on the back.

FEDERAL AGENT
FBI, Nyland!  Don’t you fucking 
move!

Another second and Frank is on the asphalt, plastic 
restraints tightening around his wrists as AGENTS swarm over 
him and an ambulance siren blares...

FADE TO BLACK.
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TITLECARD (WHITE ON BLACK): 1 MONTH LATER

INT. INFIRMARY, COLEMAN CORRECTIONAL FACILITY - DAY

Frank is in prison issue, haggard.  It’s a toilet of a 
medical facility.  The prison PHYSICIAN scans his chart.

PHYSICIAN
Nyland, your test results came 
back.  

FRANK
How long?

PHYSICIAN
Hard to tell without a medical 
history. 

FRANK
My father went at 52.  His father 
at 59.  And his father made it to 
64.  How long?

PHYSICIAN
No more than a week.  You’ll be the 
youngest.

FRANK
And the last.  I got that part 
right.  Should be good for a 
transfer into hospice.

PHYSICIAN
That’s your right. But hospice 
isn’t accepting any new patients 
currently.  Short staffed.

FRANK
What?  Go hire a fucking intern.  
I’m not dying here.  That’s my 
goddamned right!  

PHYSICIAN
(flat)

File an emergency grievance.  And 
I’d suggest you get a damn good 
lawyer because with only a week 
left, you’re not worth the 
paperwork.

Frank gathers himself, weary of the other PATIENTS lying 
around him.  Lifers, worn to nothing, waiting for the end.
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INT. E.R. HALLWAY, HOSPITAL - DAY

A WOMAN, mid-20’s cuts through the E.R. entrance.  She’s the 
girl next door but with the tenacity of a pitbull.  This is 
CIA Case Officer TAYLOR PIKE.

Every monitor and TV is fogged with a chaotic broadcast of a 
national crisis -- “Commuter Train Massacre.” 

Taylor bears down on an exam room.  Two stout, shotgun toting 
OFFICERS block the doorway.

TAYLOR
I’m Taylor Pike, CIA.  You’re 
holding a man.  I need to interview 
him.

Officer 1 strips her with his eyes.

OFFICER 1
Don’t look like CIA.

TAYLOR
Case officer, CTC.

OFFICER 1
This guy’s under a quarantine.  No 
one in or out without a mask.

Taylor glances back at the grisly newscast -- “Death Toll at 
231 and rising.”

TAYLOR
People out there don’t have time 
for masks.  I’ll take my chances.

The Officers don’t move.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
I’m not trying to emasculate you 
guys, but you’re obstructing an 
agency op.  Stand the fuck down or 
your names are gonna headline a 
terrorist watch list.

The Officers shoot each other ‘holy shit’ looks and move the 
hell aside.

EXAM ROOM

An Eastern European MAN in bed restraints screams bloody 
murder.  He’s melting in sweat, pale as an eggshell -- COLIN 
LORDES.
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TAYLOR
Colin Lordes, I’m Agent Pike.  Can 
you understand me?

The wailing stops.

LORDES
Look what they’ve done to me.

TAYLOR
We know you’re connected with the 
attack downtown -- a chemical agent 
released on a commuter train.  I 
need to know what it was.   

He laughs hysterically.

LORDES
(in Swedish)

I will wait in hell for Henrik 
Salonen.  But you, you will live in 
hell.

He drifts.

TAYLOR
Was that a name?  Henrik Salonen?  
Who is he?  Colin, hey, tell me 
what this is.  We can’t help you if 
we don’t know what’s infecting-

LORDES
(in Swedish)

Too late...
(in English)

Kill me...kill me...

Lordes twitches.  He’s in cardiac arrest, his monitors race.  

The on-call NURSE rushes in.

NURSE
He’s coding.  Clear the room, 
agent.

TAYLOR
I need him alive.  Colin, tell me-

NURSE
Agent, now!

Static.  The monitors flatline.  The Nurse leans over him 
close to check.
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NURSE (CONT’D)
No rhythm.  

TAYLOR
Shock him back.

NURSE
Wait...

A gurgling sound.  

Then a guttural croak.  

Silence.

The Nurse leans in...too close.

Lordes chews off her throat.  Blood sprays the sheets.  

Taylor pulls the Nurse away and catches arterial spray from 
her exposed carotid.  She washes at the sink, frantic.

More DOCTORS and STAFF plunge in. They huddle over the Nurse.

DOCTOR 1
Gauze and morphine.  She’s gonna 
bleed out.

DOCTOR 2
Wait, I’ve got something...

The Nurse coughs up blood.  

A gurgling croak.  

Her teeth rip through exposed flesh.

DOCTOR 1
She’s biting me!  Get her off!

The Staff pry the Doctor free.  The Nurse gulps a chunk of 
skin and aims her bottomless hunger at Taylor.

TAYLOR
Clear the room, now!

The Staff recoil.  The bitten Doctor twitches with infection.  

An Officer enters, shotgun primed.

OFFICER 1
What the fuck?
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TAYLOR
Clear the-

The Nurse dives toward the Officer.  

He reacts.  

The shotgun jumps. 

The Nurse is splattered to the wall.  

The sound is deafening.  Taylor’s ears ring.  She can see 
Lordes still screaming his lungs raw.  

But she doesn’t hear it.

INT. VISITATION, COLEMAN CORRECTIONAL FACILITY - DAY

Frank sits opposite his weather-beaten ATTORNEY -- a man in a 
bad suit nursing a hangover and a few different 
pharmaceuticals. 

ATTORNEY
I’ve got a friend at the Center for 
Prisoner Health and Human Rights.  
He’s calling the Office of Health 
Services.

FRANK
I need this by tonight.

ATTORNEY
Forget hospice.  Come on.  You 
really think you can run on them, 
Frank?  In your condition?  What 
good is that gonna do?  There’s 
plenty of reputable surgeons a 
phone call away for you.

FRANK
Five years behind the kind of 
medicine he’s practicing.  I’d give 
you better fuckin’ odds. 

ATTORNEY
They’re at least licensed and board 
certified.  What’s the Hippocratic 
oath on the black market these days 
-- get paid and try to do no harm?

FRANK
Do you have what I asked for?
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Hadden shows Frank a video on his cell -- Henry, lying 
comatose in a hospital bed.

ATTORNEY
Odd request for a man with your 
problems.

(off look)
No change.  He’s the same as the 
day they brought him in.

The Attorney catches a dead-eye stare burning through Frank 
from a scowling behemoth, a GIANT INMATE.

ATTORNEY (CONT’D)
You don’t have many friends in 
here.  That doctor who gave you a 
week may have been generous.  As 
your legal counsel I’ve done 
everything I can.  You’re on your 
own, Frank.

INT. OFFICE OF JAMES SINCLAIR, CIA HQ - DAY

Deputy Director of counterterrorism, JAMES SINCLAIR, older, 
with a beard to make himself more inscrutable.  He sits 
behind his desk and picks at a wrapper of antacids, restless.  

Another man, buzzed hair, inflated chest, definitely ex-
military, sits across from him, all bravado.  This is JOHN 
BAILEY.

Taylor knocks and enters.

SINCLAIR
Taylor, tell me what killed Lordes.

TAYLOR
It was definitely viral.  He 
infected two of the staff right in 
front of me.

Bailey makes a polite nod.  Sinclair passes her a case file.

SINCLAIR
Spread through direct contact?

TAYLOR
He bit off the nurse’s throat.

BAILEY
Fuckin’ cannibals.

Taylor glares, wondering how Bailey got in the room.
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SINCLAIR
This is John Bailey. He’s with the 
Critical Incident Response Group.

Taylor leafs through the case file and doesn’t look up.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
CDC can’t tell me what it is but it 
spreads fast.  Our original 
hypothesis was the chemical used on 
the commuter train was sarin gas.  
They used an aerosol dispersal 
cannister, looks homemade.

Taylor scans a photo of the dispersal cannister in the file.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
But the effects...are not at all 
consistent with sarin gas.  We now 
believe it to be one of a 
coordinated attack-

Taylor halts like she swallowed a bug.  Frank’s mugshot peaks 
up at her from the case file.  She knows him.   

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
Confirmed infections have been 
reported in New York, L.A., and 
Miami.  I’m briefing the National 
Security Advisor in 10 minutes.  
This is an engineered contagion.  
We need the source.

Taylor’s distracted.  She fumbles for her words.

TAYLOR
The...uh, name Lordes mentioned, 
Henrik Salonen.  He’s a Swedish 
born surgeon operating on the black 
market.  He likes to play in gene 
manipulation, eugenics.  Same kind 
of shit the Nazis tried during 
World War 2.  We didn’t peg him for 
an extremist.

SINCLAIR
 He’s the only fuckin’ lead we got.

Grainy photos stick under her fingers -- Frank in shady 
conversation with Henry.  She fights to focus.

TAYLOR
We’ve...got nothing on him for the 
last seven years.
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SINCLAIR
Our friends at the bureau pulled 
known associates.  

BAILEY
One hit but he’s domestic.  
Franklin J. Nyland, career con 
artist doing a life stretch at 
Coleman Correctional.

SINCLAIR
I spoke to the warden.  He’s got 
some kind of terminal heart 
condition.  They don’t expect him 
to be around long.

TAYLOR
I’ll leave now.

SINCLAIR
With an escort this time.  CIRG 
tactical team.  Agent Bailey will 
run point.

Taylor makes a sideways glance like a cockroach crawled in.

TAYLOR
That’s not necessary.  I don’t-

SINCLAIR
It’s not a suggestion.  This thing 
is spreading faster than we can 
keep up with.  We’re about to go 
from bad to fucked.  Do whatever it 
takes to get his cooperation...and 
don’t ask what that means.

Sinclair keys on her distraction.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
Anything I should know?

Taylor exhales.  She looks him dead in the eye, like stone.  

TAYLOR
No.

INT. PRISON CAFETERIA, COLEMAN CORRECTIONAL - DAY

INMATES scrape prison chow into their mouths, ravenous.  A 
steady cadence of spoon slapping mush onto their plates in 
the food line.  One by one, an endless cycle.
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The SERVER is a dark-toned man, bandanna tied over his hair, 
not an inmate.  His beady eyes usher the inmates on.  On his 
neck is a distinct tattoo -- a black crown.

Food hits plate.  Inmate moves on.  Over and over, something 
suspect in the routine...

PRISON RECEIVING - SIMULTANEOUS

Taylor, Bailey, and a five man CIRG TACTICAL TEAM negotiate 
through prison security checkpoints, escorted by prison 
ADMINISTRATORS in suits and badges.

INTERVIEW ROOM

A simple table and two chairs.  

Frank is bound in steel manacles.  

Taylor enters alone, poised to pounce. She sits.

Silence. 

The room has a slight echo.

FRANK
You DEA?  FBI?

TAYLOR
I’m nobody.  You’re dying, but that 
doesn’t mean you can’t choose how 
you go.  And where.
Actionable information that leads 
to a successful apprehension means 
you can write your own ticket.   
Say it, and it’s yours.

Frank plays along.

FRANK
The French Riviera, a 1947 Chateau 
Cheval Blanc every night?  Next 
morning, I’m dead before brunch.

Taylor shifts gears.

TAYLOR
We can get you to see the best 
doctors in the country.  How about 
the chief of surgery at County 
General Hospital in Washington-
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FRANK
Which one?  There’s two. Dr. 
Hopkins and Dr. Frederick.  Or 
maybe you meant the County General 
in Washington state.  Then it would 
be Lawrence, Chambers, and Kim.  
Which did you talk to?

Taylor returns Frank’s cold stare.

TAYLOR
Tell me about the 181 million.  The 
money you stole out of the Vitalux 
pension accounts?  I’m sure you had 
a plan for it.

FRANK
181 point 6 and I’ll take a check.

Taylor leans across the table, aggressive.

TAYLOR
I think that money was to buy a 
black market surgery to keep you 
alive.  We’re looking for the same 
man.  Henrik Salonen.  He’s the 
surgeon, isn’t he?

Taylor relaxes.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
I don’t really need you to confirm 
it.  You’ve looked through enough 
medical journals to know your 
condition has only been 
successfully treated once.  Cost 
him his license.

Frank snaps a finger at her.

FRANK
CIA.

Silence.

FRANK (CONT’D)
It’s okay, I don’t really need you 
to confirm it.  Curious what you 
want with a bent surgeon.

TAYLOR
We bring him in, you’ll get your 
surgery.  That’s the offer.
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FRANK
You can’t offer what you don’t 
have.

TAYLOR
In two days you’ll be begging the 
first inmate with a shiv to cut you 
open.  Or, get some skin in the 
game.

FRANK
My fuckin’ neck is on the line. You 
want me to feed him to you in 
exchange for the happy thought that 
after deposing, interrogating, and 
incarcerating him, he’ll smile and 
save the life of the same guy who 
fucked him in ass!  

PRISON CAFETERIA

The Server completes service and vanishes out the exit.  The 
inmates continue to eat but something is off.

TAYLOR (V.O.)
Innocent people are dying!  You can 
help them. 

A few plastic utensils tremble in their hands, they lose 
their basic motor skills...

PRISON KITCHEN

The Server pulls off his sanitary gloves, bandana.  He 
removes a small, brown pharmaceutical bottle, unlabeled.

The contents of the bottle are gone -- spiked into the food.  
Everything goes into the trash.  He peers around, suspicious.

He slips out.

PRISON CAFETERIA

A CAFETERIA GUARD supervises.  Plates and utensils spill to 
the floor.  His lip tightens.

He stops cold.  

TAYLOR (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Or wait here to die, a thief and a 
liar whose last act was to steal 
pensions from families.
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FRANK (V.O.)
I die either fucking way!  

It happens all around him.  Inmates twitch and spasm, 
poisoned.

The Guard reaches for his radio.

A familiar guttural croak as the first infected inmate 
changes...

INTERVIEW ROOM

Frank catches his breath and collects.

FRANK (CONT’D)
I knew a guy who got a terminal 
diagnosis, emptied his bank 
accounts to the last penny,  then 
he flies off to Europe.  He had 
this affinity for exceptionally 
rare French bordeaux and Moroccan 
swimwear models.  He spent two 
weeks in a villa at the Grand 
Resort Lagonissi, burned through 
every last fucking dollar he ever 
made...left his family with 
nothing.  Month later he’s in the 
hospital and the prick finds 
religion.  He repents, calls his 
family, and begs them to come see 
him on his death bed so he can tell 
them how sorry he is.  So they do.  
Whether they actually forgive the 
bastard, who really gives a shit, 
he never wanted forgiveness.  

Frank leans forward, challenging.

FRANK (CONT’D)
He wanted what everyone 
wants...permission to give up and 
die.  A comfortable death bed.

Taylor eyes him with icy disdain.

FRANK (CONT’D)
I don’t need your make-believe 
absolution.  That’s what you think.  
And that’s why I will never put my 
life in your hands.

Silence.  If looks could kill...
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Then, sirens blare.  

Bailey blows through the door, ears up.  Two PRISON GUARDS 
trail him.

BAILEY
Agent Pike, we need to leave now.

PRISON GUARD 1
On your feet, Nyland.  Anyone not 
staying needs to get out now.  A 
lockdown has been initiated.

TAYLOR
I’m not done with him.

Frank shrugs, The Guards hook his arms.  

PRISON HALLWAY

Frank limps in his chains, a Prison Guard on each side.  
Taylor and Bailey follow.

BAILEY
This came direct from the Warden.

TAYLOR
You couldn’t stall him?

BAILEY
We leave now, or we don’t fucking 
leave.

TAYLOR
Then he’s coming with us.
Stop!  This man stays with me.

The Prison Guards pause, taken aback.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Agent Bailey, secure the prisoner.

PRISON GUARD 1
You can’t-

TAYLOR
CIA.  Stand down, now.

Bailey draws his glock.  Prison Guard 1 freezes, hand on 
holster.  

Then, a cough.
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Prison Guard 2 makes a gurgling croak as his lungs fill.  
He’s infected.   

He pins Frank to the wall -- breath on his cheek, jaw driving 
for his throat...

Bang. Red Mist.

A bullet splits the Guard’s face.  

Frank stumbles clear.  Taylor holds out her gun -- her shot 
saved him.

GUARDS stampede down the hall to protect their own.  The CIRG 
Team clusters behind Bailey.

It’s a standoff.  

They bark threats at each other.  Taylor is cutoff in by a 
wall of red-faced Prison Guards.  Frank slips away in the 
tumult...

PRISON CAFETERIA

...and sets foot in hell.  

The cafeteria is a red Rorschach of chewed entrails and 
ripped torsos.   GUARDS and Infected Inmates throttle each 
other.  Infection runs rampant.  A feeding frenzy.  

The manacles still bind Frank.  His eyes pin to a DEAD GUARD, 
face-down.  He yanks at a wad of keys secured to his belt.

PRISON HALLWAY

Taylor throws her hands up, square in the cross-fire.  She 
screams above the shouting.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Listen!  Listen up!  We are here on 
government orders to stop an 
engineered contagion!  Now, you’ve 
got exposure in this facility!  We 
need you to stand down and let us 
do our jobs!

It quiets.

All at once, three Prison Guards choke on blood -- the onset 
of infection...

BAILEY
Pike?
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TAYLOR
Shit.  Behind!

INFECTED INMATES pour in behind them.  Taylor knifes through, 
brazen, hunting Frank.

BAILEY
Pike!  Where the fuck are you 
going?

PRISON CAFETERIA

The keys might as well be cemented in place.  Frank’s forced 
to try them one by one, slow, exposed.

The Dead Guard tilts his head up from a pool of blood, reborn 
with infection. 

It shrieks and snares Frank’s manacles.  He’s dragged by his 
chains, inching into its foaming mouth...

...till its chest ruptures with gunfire.

TAYLOR
Nyland, stay put!

Frank yanks the chain clear and bolts.

Taylor is a step slow.  An INFECTED INMATE slams her against 
a wall, salivating mouth at her cheek.  

She twists her glock up, pumps the trigger.  The shots 
perforate the Inmate’s throat and mouth.  

A puff of infected blood spackles her face.

She winces, rips off her coat to wipe it away, frantic.  She 
doesn’t breathe for five seconds, waiting...  

Taylor exhales.  She’s okay.  

Something yanks her legs out from under her...

The Infected Inmate crawls, its face pocked with crimson 
wounds.

His hands dig for her.

Taylor jams the gun barrel in his face.

Squeezes...

...a fraction of a second after he bites.
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White hot panic.

Taylor pinches out a pair of bloody teeth in her ankle.  She 
claws for her jacket, heart thumping, each second a lifetime.   

She rips out black kit stamped with a “CDC” logo.  She tears 
it open, pulls out a silver, pneumatic injector and stabs it 
into her thigh.  

Taylor mashes her eyes shut, straining to keep her body from 
ripping itself apart.  

The chemicals in her blood fight for control...

PRISON STORAGE LOCK-UP

Frank ransacks plastic bins of personal effects in a fever.  

FRANK
Come on, come on, goddamn it.

He snatches out a plastic bag, the tag reads “Nyland, Frank 
J.”

Inside is a designer watch and the pair of sterling silver 
cufflinks. His hand closes on the cufflinks. 

Frank jolts -- an ear-splitting scream.  A PACK OF INFECTED 
PERSONNEL surge around him.  

He crawls out of sight.

EXT. COURTYARD, COLEMAN CORRECTIONAL FACILITY - DAY

Prison sirens wail.  A white door buzzes open and Frank 
bursts outside into Florida daylight.  

The manacles restrict him to an awkward lope, a wounded deer 
unaware it’s already finished.

Infected Personnel spill outside, right on his heels, open 
jaws.

Frank slams up against the perimeter gate.  Locked tight.  
He’s cornered.  Easy prey.

FRANK
No, no!  Fuck!

Frank clings to the steel fence.  

The Pack closes in, a soulless hunger driving them.  
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Frank shuts his eyes...

A gunshot.

The dulled rapport of a glock echoes in the open air.  One of 
The Pack drops, bullet through the eye socket.  

Taylor, operating with her full faculties, stalks across the 
yard.  She fires slow, even, carefully switching her sight.  

One by one she picks them off, masterful.

Frank is dumbstruck.

TAYLOR
You wanna run again?

FRANK
You don’t happen to have a key for 
these?

Taylor dangles the key chain Frank couldn’t pry from the Dead 
Guard.

FRANK (CONT’D)
I think I’ll accept your offer.  On 
two conditions.

Taylor levels a burning glare.

FRANK (CONT’D)
No chains.

(beat)
And new clothes.

OUTSKIRTS, COLEMAN CORRECTIONAL

In the distance, eyes through binoculars watch Frank and 
Taylor slip out the main gate.  Free.

The eyes belong to the Server from the cafeteria -- a Latin 
man, dark features, something that crawled out a sanitarium.  
This is HECTOR.

He pulls open the passenger door of a dusty, black SUV.  
Several more Latin MERCENARIES sit inside.

HECTOR
(in Spanish)

He got out.
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EXT. ABANDONED HIGHWAY - DAY

Taylor and Frank drive across the desolate Florida landscape.  
It’s foreboding, still, empty -- the Infected Zone.

INT. ABANDONED MEN’S CLOTHING STORE - A SHORT WHILE LATER

Frank throws off his prison issue and buttons up a white 
shirt, back to status quo.

Taylor jabs at her phone in frustration but there’s no 
signal.

TAYLOR
Damn it.

FRANK
No service?

TAYLOR
We’re in a quarantine zone.  
They’ve killed all communications.  
The nearest checkpoint is off the 
interstate 20 miles south, Mercy 
Hospital.

Frank is interested.

FRANK
Mercy Hospital.  Then we should get 
going.

Frank slides into a slim, cotton suit.  Taylor favors her 
bitten ankle, anxious.

TAYLOR
I’ll bring you in but I want a 
location for Salonen first.  

FRANK
And if I gave you one, how would 
you even know it wasn’t total 
bullshit?

TAYLOR
You’ll convince me.

Frank flashes an amused grin.

FRANK
Okay.  I’ve always thought the 
truth is more convincing than lies.  
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I had an arrangement for an 
operation with Dr. Salonen.  But 
I’ve been...out of circulation 
awhile. 

Frank addresses her, pointed.

FRANK (CONT’D)
I can find him.  So you’re going to 
have to work with me.  Equal 
partners.

He holds out a hand to shake.  She restrains venom.

TAYLOR
If I think for a second you are no 
longer an asset or a danger to this 
operation, I’ll shoot you in the 
face.  

Silence.  They understand each other.

INT. CAR (MOVING) - DAY

Taylor drives, impatient.  The car inches in queue to a pop-
up blockade encompassing a hospital -- the Checkpoint.

NATIONAL GUARD patrols the chain link perimeter fence.

Taylor’s leg trembles.  She squeezes it still, inconspicuous.  

A Nat Guard taps on the driver side window.

NAT GUARD
You have I.D.?

Taylor offers up her credentials.

NAT GUARD (CONT’D)
Agent Pike, this facility is in the 
quarantine zone.  You and your 
passenger will have to be tested 
for exposure.  

The Nat Guard throws a suspicious glare at Frank.

NAT GUARD (CONT’D)
What’s wrong with him?

TAYLOR
Personality disorder.  Look, this a 
tier-one asset and I don’t have 
time to wait for tests.
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GUARD
Sorry.  No exceptions.

Taylor’s ankle throbs.  A strand of sweat slips down her 
forehead.

TAYLOR
This is a matter of national 
security.  It trumps your protocol.  

GUARD
I’m sorry.  I have my orders.  I’m 
gonna need you to exit the vehicle-

TAYLOR
You really wanna fuck with me?  I 
can hurt you in ways you can’t 
begin to imagine.  A few keystrokes 
and anyone who knows your name 
won’t be able to get on a plane, 
secure a line of credit, or 
exchange a food stamp.  Right now, 
my time line means more than 
anything to me.  Don’t fuck with 
it.

Taylor stares him down, immovable.  Then with a voice like 
ice...

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Move.

The Nat Guard startles.  With a meek waive they pass.

FRANK
You have a way about you.

INT. HALLWAY, MERCY HOSPITAL - A SHORT WHILE LATER

The hospital festers, teetering on collapse.  Taylor flags 
down a passing DOCTOR.

TAYLOR
Hey, is there cell service?

DOCTOR
The signal has been sketchy.  Try 
reception.

FRANK
I need web access.

They squeeze through the clog of STAFF and PATIENTS.
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RECEPTION

The RECEPTIONIST looks up.  Taylor waives her I.D.

TAYLOR
CIA.  He needs your computer and I 
need your phone.

Frank dives in at the keyboard.  Taylor snatches the phone.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
(to phone)

This is Pike, get me the Deputy 
Director.

DISPATCHER (O.S.)
He’s in a briefing.  Hold one 
second.  Let me try and raise him.

Taylor holds.  Something is wrong.  

The scenery melts together.  Her knees waiver.  Her head 
whirls, succumbing on the edge of consciousness until...  

A voice.

VOICE
Stop, she’s infected!

Taylor snaps upright.

A 17-year-old GIRL, scrambles down the hall, chased by a 
swarm of HOSPITAL SECURITY in hazmat suits.

GIRL
Please.  I’m fine.  I’m not 
infected.  Please, don’t let them 
take me.

Taylor backs away from her.

TAYLOR
I’m...sorry.

GIRL
Please, I swear I’m okay!  I’m 
okay!

Blood wells up in the Girl’s eyes.  She twitches.

GIRL (CONT’D)
I’m okay...I’m okay...I’m okay...
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SECURITY
Don’t touch her!

Security drags the Girl back down the hall.  She repeats her 
cadence as she goes, something broken in her mind.

Taylor’s head reels.

RECEPTIONIST
Agent?

On the phone, a voice shouts.

SINCLAIR (O.S.)
Taylor?  Are you there?  Taylor, 
where the fuck are you?

Taylor backpedals into a patient room.

PATIENT ROOM

Out of sight, she collapses.  

Her hands dig for the CDC kit.  Seconds funnel away.  

She finds the pneumatic injector.  She presses it against her 
carotid and injects.

Her body convulses like a fish on a hook.  

She gasps...

The Receptionist pokes her head in.  Taylor recovers to her 
feet just in time.

RECEPTIONIST
Agent, are you-

TAYLOR
Fine.  I, um, I’m fine.  Just 
needed to...

Taylor taps a hand sanitizer on the wall, rubs her hands.

The Receptionist nods, relates.

RECEPTION

The phone line is dead. Frank is gone.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Son of a bitch.  I need to know 
what he was looking at.
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RECEPTIONIST
Who?  Your partner?

Taylor stabs at the keyboard, frantic.

TAYLOR
Can you bring that up?

The receptionist steps in.  She maximizes a list of patient 
rooms.  Taylor’s eyes go wide.  No...

HOSPICE SUITE - SIMULTANEOUS

The room is like a stranger’s hug -- lukewarm comfort.  

A man lays comatose, hooked to a ventilator. 

It’s Henry.  

Most of his face is heavily bandaged.  Frank stands vigil.

FRANK
I had hoped...you wouldn’t walk 
into that motel room.  But I knew 
you would.  

Frank withdraws the set of cuff links from his coat.

FRANK (CONT’D)
When you’re that close...to the 
thing that you stitched together 
out of nothing but time and 
words...when you’re seconds away 
from it becoming something 
real...it’s no simple thing to turn 
your back on it.

He lays the cuff links on the bed sheets with care.

FRANK (CONT’D)
That’s why I came to let you go.

Frank swallows hard.  

His finger grazes the power switch on the ventilator.

A voice like razors...

TAYLOR
Stop.

Taylor is coiled at the door, gun pointed at the back of 
Frank’s head. 
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She clicks off the safety.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Get away from him.

Frank doesn’t budge.  

She presses the barrel to his skull, seething.

FRANK
This is between us.  I’m doing him 
a favor.

TAYLOR
You expect me to let you murder a 
federal agent?

FRANK
He won’t come back-

TAYLOR
You put him here!  I won’t let you 
kill him, you fucking coward!

FRANK
You want him to die like this?  
Alone...with these fucking 
machines?

TAYLOR
He isn’t alone.

FRANK
I know it’s my fault.  But I owe 
him this.

Taylor cocks her gun.

TAYLOR
What’s it worth to you?  Go on, 
Nyland.  Show me!

Frank stops.  

He removes his hand from the ventilator, raises both over his 
head in defeat.

FRANK
Fine-

Taylor slams him against a window.
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TAYLOR
You’re done.  You have five seconds 
to tell me how I can find Salonen 
or I swear to Christ I’ll do it!

Her hand trembles.  

Five seconds pass.  

She steps back to pull the trigger.  

Then...

A black SUV blasts through the perimeter barricade at full 
speed.

EXT. MERCY HOSPITAL - CONTINUOUS 

The National Guard twitch and drop under high caliber sniper 
fire.

The SUV screeches to the ER entrance.  

Hector and his Three Mercenaries spring out.  Each wields an 
automatic rifle.  They raid the E.R.

INT. E.R., MERCY HOSPITAL - CONTINUOUS

Pops of automatic gunfire rattle through the hospital.  The 
Mercenaries capture the entrance with ease.

They scan faces.  Hector holds up an 8’x10” photo of Frank.

HECTOR
You see this man?  You see this 
man, tell us.  You hide this man, 
we kill everyone!

HALLWAY

Taylor peaks through the cracked doorway.  The Mercenaries 
start kicking in doors.

PATIENT ROOM

TAYLOR
Shit.  They’re here for you.

FRANK
That’s impossible.
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TAYLOR
Must have tracked you from the 
prison.  We need to move.

Taylor wrenches open the window.  

Having second thoughts, Frank snatches back the cuff links.  
They climb outside.

EXT. ROOFTOP SNIPER PERCH - CONTINUOUS

The fifth MERCENARY SNIPER lies prone the roof of an adjacent 
apartment building.  He picks off National Guard Troops.

Through his scope, two people climb out a first floor window.  
They duck around the building to the parking lot.  

The Sniper trains the cross-hairs on the man.  He recognizes 
Frank...

PARKING LOT

Something whispers past and a windshield explodes next to 
Frank.  

TAYLOR
Shit.  Down!

Taylor yanks Frank into cover.  A second shot zips overhead.

ROOFTOP

The Sniper loses his shot.  He barks Spanish into his radio 
mike.

INT. HALLWAY, MERCY HOSPITAL - CONTINUOUS

Hector’s earpiece blares.  The Mercenaries double back to the 
the E.R. entrance.

EXT. PARKING LOT - CONTINUOUS

Frank and Taylor duck through the lot and rip at locked car 
doors.  Wailing car alarms echo their position.

The Mercenaries stomp across the tops of cars, angling for a 
shot.

Tortured screams echo in Frank’s ear -- pain and hunger. 
INFECTED CIVILIANS encircle the lot, spilling through the 
cracked perimeter, rabid.  
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The Sniper treks across the street, scope up.

The noose is tightening.

Frank spots an open ambulance forty yards away.

FRANK
Can we make that?

Taylor assesses.

TAYLOR
Crawl.

They belly crawl under the cars.

Gunfire roars above.  The Mercenaries pivot to shred the 
encroaching Civilians.

Taylor glimpses a pair of military boots under the cars, 10 
yards away.  

She rolls and fires a shot through the ankle.

The Mercenary falls -- now eye level.  

Taylor aims...but a wave of Infected collapse and spill his 
quivering intestines on the hot pavement.

Frank winces at the gore, sick.

FRANK
Jesus...

The Sniper scans.  In his blindspot, an INFECTED DOCTOR 
spasms, in the throes of a violent metamorphosis.

His bones outgrow their skin casing...height stretches two 
feet, stomach shrivels, jawbone elongates... 

Stage two of infection, beyond rabid.

The Infected Doctor gouges the Sniper inside out.  He’s alive 
when it buries its mouth in his exposed organs...

The ambulance just a few feet away, Frank climbs to his feet.

He breaks for it.

Hector surprises him from the side of the vehicle.  

He has Frank dead to rights...

Click.
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Hector’s gun is empty.  

Bang.  Taylor’s isn’t.

Hector’s head snaps.  A cough of red against the ambulance.

Taylor jumps in the driver’s side, Frank next to her.  The 
ambulance careens around a row of cars.   

INT. AMBULANCE (MOVING) - CONTINUOUS

The Infected Doctor cleaves the head of the final Mercenary 
off his shoulders.  

Frank tries for an even tone.

FRANK
You know where you’re going?

TAYLOR
Out.

She floors it through the Infected -- a hail of dull flesh 
patters off the grill.  

The perimeter fence rushes to greet them and explodes away.

They’re clear.

EXT. FLORIDA INTERSTATE - DAY

The ragged ambulance races under a dying sky.

INT. AMBULANCE (MOVING) - CONTINUOUS

Taylor stomps the break, pissed.  The tires squeal.  Frank 
bounces off the dashboard.

Outside a swarm of INFECTED COMMUTERS amass.

TAYLOR
Does Salonen know you can find him?

FRANK
No...no he can’t know.

TAYLOR
You told me the truth was more 
convincing.  Stick with that.

The Infected shuffle closer.
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FRANK
I need to find my fence.  
Wednesday.  He was brokering the 
deal for the operation.

TAYLOR
How?

Infected straggle into view on Frank’s side mirror.

FRANK
He’s got a place in Sunny Isles.  
An hour from here.

TAYLOR
Why would he stick around after you 
went down?  If he knows you can 
find him-

FRANK
He doesn’t know.  You can only 
cover the tracks you know you left. 
I wouldn’t give my money to anyone 
if I couldn’t find him. There’s an 
exit to a marina, quarter of a mile 
back.  His place is on the water.

TAYLOR
If he doesn’t know, why is he 
trying to kill you?  Those men were 
paramilitary.  

Frank shakes his head, resolute.

FRANK
They weren’t working for Salonen.

TAYLOR
Then who?

The Infected cluster, seconds from the ambulance. 

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
You won’t make it alone, Frank.

Frank punches the dash in frustration.

FRANK
Sunny Isles is in the other fucking 
direction.  If you’re really ready 
to play this out, then you need to 
do exactly what I say.  Now.

Taylor bites her tongue, boiling.  
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She guns the engine.

EXT. FLORIDA INTERSTATE - CONTINUOUS

The ambulance bounces across the median line and doubles back 
to the marina, scattering the Infected crowd.

EXT. MARINA - A SHORT WHILE LATER

Frank pats a sleek speed boat bobbing in the water, pleased.

FRANK
She’s got speed.

Taylor brushes past.  She motions with her gun to a beat-up 
fishing trawler.  

TAYLOR
This has fuel.

Frank scowls.

EXT. FISHING TRAWLER (MOVING) - MOMENTS LATER

Taylor steers their grating departure in introspective quiet.  
The daylight wanes.  Smoke and far off choppers stain the 
wounded Miami skyline.  

TAYLOR
You knew that checkpoint was his 
hospital, didn’t you?

Frank doesn’t deny it.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Why risk it?

FRANK
Convict’s curse.  Spend too much 
time thinking about the shit you’ll 
do if you ever get out.

TAYLOR
And you were thinking about killing 
a man in a coma.  

FRANK
He would have thanked me.
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TAYLOR
He wasn’t your friend, Nyland.  
It’s pathetic to hear you pretend 
morals.  He played you.  None of it 
was real.  That’s the only reason 
you wanted to kill him.

FRANK
If it wasn’t real it wouldn’t have 
worked.  You can’t be half of 
something and expect to fool 
anybody.  You become the lie. It’s 
part of you, in your veins.  

TAYLOR
He wasn’t like you.  You’re petty 
and scared.  He stood for 
something.

FRANK
He’s still lying in that bed, 
waiting for something that will 
never come.  We’re all dying.  You 
think there’s a god damn reason for 
any of it?

TAYLOR
Your actions have consequences.  
You can make the right choice.

FRANK
What do you think you can 
accomplish, Pike?  Forgive the 
colloquialism but I’m not sure you 
have the fucking balls for this.

TAYLOR
I’ll do what I need to.

FRANK
There it is.  Honesty.  Survival 
isn’t fucking pretty, but it beats 
a corpse in a white hat any day.

Frank waves at the skyline, bitter.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Nothing’s stopping that.  But here 
we both are.  We don’t follow 
rules, we follow need.  Greatest 
need usually wins.

Frank turns his back.
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The crippled coastline crawls past them.  They’re beyond the 
quarantine zone.

Two flashing bars light up Taylor’s cell.  She looks past it, 
at fresh blood seeping through the fabric covering her 
ankle...

The display goes dark.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM, FBI FIELD OFFICE, JACKSONVILLE - NIGHT

Sinclair debriefs an NSA LIASON.  Bailey and the CIRG Team 
wait at standby.

SINCLAIR
She made contact 90 minutes ago 
from the checkpoint outside Naples 
just before it was destroyed.

NSA LIASION
What’s your assessment?

Bailey looks obvious.

BAILEY
Dead.  No-fuckin-way anyone walks 
out without serious fire power.  
Fuckin’ meat-grinder.

SINCLAIR
It’s a possibility she got clear 
with the asset.

NSA LIASION
Are you at all aware of your 
agent’s personal relationship to 
the asset?

Sinclair registers surprise.

SINCLAIR
Pike and Nyland?  They don’t know 
each other.

The NSA Liasion scowls, haughty.

NSA LIASION
Inter-agency communication is 
paramount, but I realize its never 
been a priority for you, Jim.
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SINCLAIR
I have specific reasons for giving 
access to restricted information.  
Don’t fucking lecture me.  Spit it 
out.

NSA LIASION
The Bureau got Nyland on a deep 
cover op that went bad.  It was off 
the books.  Somehow Nyland got 
wind.

SINCLAIR
And you fucking wonder why I keep a 
lid on things?

NSA LIASION
He blew up her brother.  Henry 
Pike.  He was the Bureau’s deep 
cover.

He might as well have pissed on Sinclair’s oxfords.

SINCLAIR
This is a fucking joke.

NSA LIASION
He’s being treated at Mercy 
General, in a coma.  That’s the 
hospital your agent just called you 
from, correct?  She didn’t mention 
any of this?

(off look)
Then I’m sure she has her reasons 
too.

The Liason stands to leave, furious.

NSA LIASION (CONT’D)
We’re losing whole cities...

(snaps his fingers)
...like that, Sinclair.  Blacked 
out, gone!  You get a line on her 
or you explain to Washington how we 
lost our only fucking lead.

EXT. SUNNY ISLES - NIGHT

The trawler labors along abandoned water-front properties, 
big and exclusive.  Bloated bodies float in the black water.

FRANK
Look for a skiff.  The “De Leon.”
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The boat manifests out of the black, words detailed on the 
bow.  They putter in and dock.

INT. WEDNESDAY MANSION - NIGHT

Cookie-cutter opulence, barely lived-in, as though the 
realtor just staged it.  Tiny lizards skitter across shadows.  
It’s abandoned.  

Frank and Taylor move, soundless.

MASTER BEDROOM

The soft buzz of flies.  Wednesday is sprawled out on the 
floor -- bullet wound to his forehead, dried black blood 
congealed under his head.

TAYLOR
That’s why he never left.  

FRANK
Stupid fucking asshole!

Frank kicks the body, irate.

TAYLOR
Somebody’s tying up loose ends.  

FRANK
He was a fucking prick.  Coulda 
been anyone.  An ex-wife, maybe.

TAYLOR
Best guess, he’s been dead two 
weeks.  That’s just before the 
first attack.

FRANK
Two weeks and nobody found him.

Frank sighs, shakes his head, his anger cooling to pity.

TAYLOR
Nobody gave a shit.  Besides you.  
Doesn’t say much for him.  
Something here better tell us where 
the fuck we find Salonen.  

A model mock-up of the “De Leon” rests on a side table.  
Frank turns it over, trying to collect his thoughts. 
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A framed picture catches his eye -- Wednesday, sun-burned 
from a deep sea excursion, posed next to a prize marlin, 
teasing.

That’s it.  

Frank whips the model against the wall.  It explodes into 
fragments and the picture cracks on the floor.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
You make any more noise I’ll lay 
you right next to him-

Frank doesn’t hear her.  He’s transfixed on the wall.

Where the picture hung is a recessed biometric thumbprint 
scanner.  They share a knowing look.  

JUMP CUT TO:

Wednesday’s hand smashing up against the scanner.

A false wall buckles in to reveal...  

WEDNESDAY’S SAFE ROOM

A backup generator whirs to life.  Energy efficient LEDs pop 
on.  A wall panel of surveillance monitors glow.  

There’s a PC stacked in the corner, connected to a hardline.  
Taylor wastes no time booting it up.

Frank takes it all in.  He lands on a stack of bearer bonds, 
his payday, now not even worth the paper.  Still...  

FRANK 
Better late than never.

He thumbs through them, wistful.  His grin is wiped off the 
second he glances at the monitors.  

FRANK (CONT’D)
(whispers)

Fuck...me...

The computer slaps Taylor with a security prompt.

TAYLOR
His system is encrypted.  But I can 
give Langley remote access to 
breach the firewall-
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FRANK
Pike...

Taylor looks up.

FRANK (CONT’D)
I think we woke the neighbors.

The surveillance feed shows a buzzing THRONG OF INFECTED 
RESIDENTS.  Every corner of the property is overrun.

There’s no way out.  

A swollen STAGE-2 RESIDENT lurks by their trawler.  It stalks 
toward the mansion and vanishes in the blind.

A blunt crash reverberates up from the ground floor -- it’s 
inside the house.

Taylor takes a deep breath.  

She pushes the reinforced door of the safe room shut with 
shaky restraint.

They’re sealed in.

BLACK OUT.

EXT. WEDNESDAY MANSION - THE NEXT DAY

The Infected Residents have tripled.  A HORDE, swelling over 
a ruined cable line.  

Their churning nest has formed an impenetrable barrier around 
the estate, an image...

INT. WEDNESDAY’S SAFE ROOM - CONTINUOUS

...that is mirrored on the surveillance monitors.  Taylor 
watches, bleary-eyed.  She tries the land line phone again.  
It’s dead.

Frank sorts through a stockpile, picking at non-perishables 
in a mercurial fait accompli.

FRANK
Where you from, Pike?  Did you go 
to school or did those fucking 
agency vultures get you early? 

TAYLOR
You’re curious about me?
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FRANK
I’ve been trying to figure out 
where you got your ideals.  
Sometimes I’m actually envious.  I 
wish I had a bromide I could die 
for.  Easier to be martyr.  But 
dying has a certain myopia to it.

TAYLOR
You think it’s easy?  I’ve wanted 
to kill you since I first saw your 
face-

Frank registers surprise.  Taylor collects.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
I’ve met enough men like you to 
know what kind of world it is.  My 
father was just like you.  Nobody 
gave me ideals.  We all have them.  
We just bend them to get what we 
need.  Then all we have is...need.  
You think you’ve never had them, 
Nyland.  It’s cause you never gave 
a shit about anything.

FRANK
Just one thing.  Don’t die like me.

(off look)
That’s what my father taught me.

Frank reveals a brick of C-4 explosive discovered from the 
stockpile.  

FRANK (CONT’D)
There’s our way out.

TAYLOR
Do you even know how it works?  You 
need blast caps, a detonator.  
There’s maybe seven pounds there.

FRANK
Enough.

TAYLOR
Even if we can use that, they’d be 
back on us before we made the 
trawler.  Time to untie, start the 
engine...we’d be dead before we hit 
the water.

FRANK
I wanted the fucking fast boat!
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Taylor switches the surveillance feed to the front gate, 
thinking.  She points at the screen, spotting a marina five 
blocks away.

TAYLOR
We get a new one.

FRANK
(scoffs)

That’s five blocks from here.  
Through an iron gate we can’t open. 
I’ll take my chances with fucking 
Quasimodo.

TAYLOR
We’re not debating. And without a 
charge to set off the explosives- 

Frank loses it.

FRANK
We have to fucking try something.  
I won’t wait here to die one more 
fucking second!

His voice is too aggressive.  Taylor draws her gun.  Frank 
demurs.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Easy.  This is just a conversation-

Taylor pulls out zip-tie restraints from her belt.  She 
throws them at Frank.

TAYLOR
Put them on.

FRANK
Come on, Pike.  For Christ’s sake, 
we said no chains-

TAYLOR
Three seconds.

She silently counts.  Three seconds pass but something is 
wrong...  

Her head is on fire, ankle numb.  Her teeth clamp shut.

FRANK
Pike?

Taylor panics through grit teeth.
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TAYLOR
No...no...fuck...

Her free hand races for a suppressor but she seizes up. 

Frank zones in on matted blood dampening her pant leg.

He realizes.

FRANK
Oh fuck...

He flattens up against the door, cornered. 

Taylor writhes, pure agony.  Her gun violently shakes in one 
hand, suppressor in the other.

She can’t resist.  Her heart is about to give.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Pike!

Frank’s eyes dart from the suppressor to the gun.

His mind is made up.

MASTER BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Outside the safe room door, Frank’s screams are smothered by 
reinforced kevlar plating.  

FRANK (O.C.)
Pike!  Can you hear me?  Goddamn 
it, Pike!

Trapped in a tomb.

FADE TO BLACK.

WEDNESDAY’S SAFE ROOM - LATER

The busted picture frame of Wednesday with his prize marlin 
sits on the safe room floor.  Taylor’s eyes flutter open.  
The picture is the first thing they see.

She tries to sit up but her arm catches.

The zip tie is fastened around her wrist, binding her to the 
mounted monitor panel.

FRANK 
Three seconds is up.
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Taylor turns.  Frank has her gun pointed right in her face, 
irritated.

FRANK (CONT’D)
You were bitten.  That’s a bad 
secret to keep.

He throws the empty suppressor at her.

FRANK (CONT’D)
What is that?

TAYLOR
It stalls the process.  Prototype 
inhibitor.  From a friend at the 
CDC.

FRANK
For how long?

TAYLOR
6 to 8 hours.

FRANK
Hope you brought back-up.

Taylor glares, exposed.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Now we’ve got a real dilemma.  
Getting out of here is a two man 
job.

Taylor checks her wound.  There’s a fresh bandage.  She looks 
back at Frank with genuine shock.

FRANK (CONT’D)
If we make that run for the marina, 
can you keep up?

Frank sizes her up.  He opens his hand with subtle flourish.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Blast caps.

He nods at a collection of scavenged materials:  egg timer, 
alligator cables, duct tape, pocket knife.  

FRANK (CONT’D)
Can we get a charge out of that?

They lock eyes -- a silent agreement.  

Frank picks up the pocket knife, severs the restraints.
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LATER

Frank jams the blast caps into the C-4.

TAYLOR (V.O.)
We still need to plan this right.  

He strips the back off the egg timer.  

TAYLOR (V.O.) (CONT’D)
After detonation we’ll be running 
through a dust cloud of contagion.

He connects the alligator cables from the timer to the caps.

TAYLOR (V.O.) (CONT’D)
We can’t inhale it...

He winds duct tape, binding the timer to the C-4.

TAYLOR (V.O.) (CONT’D)
...and we can’t risk secondary 
transference from our clothes.

They don ransacked rain slickers, wading pants, rubber boots.

TAYLOR (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Seven pounds gives us a limited 
blast radius.  And we need to get 
through the gate.

Taylor indicates a specific area on a surveillance monitor.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Here.  10 yards inside the gate.  
Close enough to punch a hole and 
kill as many as possible.

FRANK
Long throw.

TAYLOR
We have to be precise.

FRANK
Short of walking out there and 
saying “please pardon me,” what 
other option am I missing?

Taylor stares down the broken picture of Wednesday...
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EXT. MAIN DRIVE, WEDNESDAY ESTATE - DAY

The Horde churn and gnaw at each other, shoulder to shoulder -
- hunger making them rabid, moaning a song of madness.  

The doors to a Juliette balcony open above.

Frank and Taylor edge onto the balcony, unnoticed.  They are 
covered head to toe, heavy black sunglasses obscuring their 
eyes -- looking like they are about rob a bank.

Frank holds a deep sea fishing rod, the hook wired into the 
improvised explosive...they’re going to cast and reel.

BALCONY 

Frank lowers his sunglasses.  He wipes the sweat from his 
face, nervous.

FRANK
Don’t they have something better to 
do?

TAYLOR
They smell blood.

Several Infected Residents wretch and convulse -- a violent 
transition into a deeper stage of infection.

FRANK
What does that to them?

TAYLOR
In stage 1, first the heart stops.  
Lungs fill with blood, then comes 
partial brain death followed by 
“unexplained neural rampancy.”  
They’re all impulse.  Stage 2 is 
even more unstable...even more 
unexplained...  

Frank grinds his teeth, processing.

FRANK
Any other fucking stages?

TAYLOR
We need to do this fast.  Thirty 
seconds, Nyland.  

Taylor twists the egg timer for thirty seconds, all focus.
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FRANK
Let’s go fishing, assholes.

He casts...

...and hooks the tip of the pole on the balcony threshold.  
The bomb goes nowhere.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Shit.

Taylor snags the bomb and twists more seconds on the timer. 
She’s pissed.

TAYLOR
Christ, Nyland.

FRANK
Practice...I’m ready now.

He casts.

The bomb sails through the air.

Taylor counts the seconds.

The bomb arcs and falls...

Outside the front gate.  Too far.

TAYLOR
This side, Nyland, goddamn it-

FRANK
I know, I know.

Frank reels back the line.  It jams up.  He yanks back and 
the bomb jumps up over the gate to the near side.

He reels.  Taylor keeps counting.

TAYLOR
More.

Frank reels it back, heart pumping.

The bomb drags by the feet of the Horde.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
More.

The egg timer ticks down.
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TAYLOR (CONT’D)
More.

Frank tugs again.  The rod is ripped from his hands into the 
Horde...  

They exchange a breathless look.  

This is it.

FRANK
Fuck.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM, WEDNESDAY ESTATE - CONTINUOUS

Frank and Taylor run like hell.  

Taylor hooks a red backpack stuffed with Wednesday’s hard 
drive and slings it over her shoulder, not breaking stride.

MAIN FOYER

They fly down the main staircase.  

Three INFECTED SOCIALITES perk up.  Taylor draws and fires.  
The shots snap their heads back in a red haze.

Frank and Taylor don’t stop till they hit wall flanking the 
main entrance.

Taylor puts a hand up to Frank.  Five fingers.  She hasn’t 
stopped counting. 

Then four, three, two...

EXT. MAIN DRIVE, WEDNESDAY ESTATE - SIMULTANEOUS

The egg timer ticks down amidst the Horde.  It dings.  

A full second passes... 

Then... 

BOOM.  

A massive explosion of limbs and gore tears across the 
driveway.

INT. MAIN FOYER, WEDNESDAY ESTATE - CONTINUOUS

Taylor and Frank wait one second. 
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They take long breaths... 

and yank the door open... 

EXT. MAIN DRIVE, WEDNESDAY ESTATE - CONTINUOUS

The blast obliterated the majority of the horde.  A heavy 
malaise hangs, scattered debris and viscera. 

Frank and Taylor bolt, smoke nearly too thick to see.  They 
reach the blast crater. 

Frank stumbles. 

Torsos absent limbs scape toward him.

Taylor yanks him back up.  

They clear the main gate.

They fling off their coverings -- rain slickers, gloves, 
pants, sunglasses.  

Their faces beet red from holding their breath. 

They make the marina.

MARINA

A sailboat, California Yacht, is docked at the end of the 
pier.  

They untie and shove off from the dock.  

STAGE 2 INFECTED throttle down the pier.

The boat makes a slow glide out of the marina.  They’re 
clear...by seconds.

EXT. SAILBOAT (MOVING) - CONTINUOUS

Frank laughs with mad joy, gives the finger.

FRANK
Bon voyage, you fucks!

He grins at Taylor but her expression is drawn.  She’s 
focused on something on the shore...

FRANK (CONT’D)
What?

Two SURVIVORS scream for help.  
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They race along the coast.

TAYLOR
No, goddamn it. Go back!  Go back!  
Get inside!

The Survivors beg.  

The Horde surrounds them.  

Taylor steps to the edge.  She’s ready to jump...

Frank pulls her back.

A tangle of blood and intestines bobs up from the gorging.

Frank shuts his eyes, repulsed.

FRANK
Jesus.

Taylor looks away...catches something in the corner of her 
eye.

TAYLOR
Nyland!

Frank looks up.  Taylor has the gun pointed at his face.  

She fires.

The shot clips off Frank’s ear lobe and shatters the jaw of 
an INFECTED CAPTAIN groping behind him.  Frank grabs his ear.

FRANK
Fuck!

A second INFECTED SAILOR rises from below deck.

Taylor grabs a steel winch.  She swings and breaks open it’s 
skull.  She keeps swinging, venting frustration, reducing 
skull to pulp.

She rests, chest heaving.  Frank watches, uncertain.

She flips him a first aid kit out of her pack from the safe 
room.

TAYLOR
For the ear.

Frank manages a nod, secures a bandage.  

Taylor’s pocket vibrates -- there’s a signal on her phone.
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Frank has his head turned.  The Survivors are gone, a smear 
of red rubble.  She dials.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
(to phone)

This is Case Officer Taylor Pike, 
CTC.  I need Deputy Director 
Sinclair.  Urgently.

Frank glowers at her, weary, spent.  He sighs.

EXT. SUNNY ISLES COUNTRY CLUB - DAY

Taylor has her gun on Frank.  They limp toward the 18th 
green, squinting at two black specks in the sky.  

FRANK
Have you even thought this through?  
What’s gonna happen the second we 
get picked up?

Taylor ignores him.

FRANK (CONT’D)
They’ll throw you into an air tight 
quarantine and me into a fucking 
cage.  Pike, we’ve still got a 
bargaining chip here.

She won’t even look at him.

FRANK (CONT’D)
You honestly think you can live 
with yourself without knowing?

TAYLOR
What?

FRANK
If there’s a cure out there.  I get 
that you’ve found your fucking 
moral vindication to lie down and 
die but that doesn’t stop the 
question.  You’ll never know what 
they find.  

More silence.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Pike, listen to me, nobody has to 
know you’re infected.  You can see 
this through.  We can.  We’re 
partners.
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Taylor considers Frank’s offer.  He nods with glowing 
assurance.

She belts him square on the chin.

TAYLOR
I’ve seen what you do to your 
partners.

The specks in the sky grow bigger -- a pair of black choppers 
sweeping in fast.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
He was my brother.

FRANK
Henry?

Frank is stunned.  The buzz of the choppers grows closer.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Listen to me!  I’m not done yet.  
Not this close.  I just want my 
chance, goddamn it.  I’m not ready.

TAYLOR
You had a lifetime!  More than he 
ever did.

FRANK
And you’ll be just like him.

Taylor’s eyes burn.  Frank gets in her face anyway.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Lying in a hospital bed, tied to 
machines, waiting to die.  And the 
whole time, you’ll be thinking the 
same fucking thing he is.  Did any 
of it make a difference?

The roar and wind of the choppers envelop them.  They touch 
down on the fairway and the CIRG Team disembarks.   

FRANK (CONT’D)
We bend the rules to get what we 
need.

Taylor is locked on Frank.  Silent.

The CIRG Team prowls through the wake.  

They lay hands on both and take them in.
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INT. HALLWAYS, FBI FIELD OFFICE, JACKSONVILLE - NIGHT

A DATA ANALYST whips through the hallways, carrying Taylor’s 
red backpack.

DATA RECOVERY LAB

The Analyst removes Wednesday’s hard drive from the pack.

She hooks up a power cable.  Her laptop glows in the blacked 
out room.  She connects and data mines.

DEBRIEFING ROOM

Frank waits, handcuffed in a windowless room, alone.

OFFICE  

Taylor is locked in an office, also being kept on ice.

HALLWAYS

Sinclair storms through the hallway, fire in his belly.  He 
bursts into the...

DEBRIEFING ROOM

Frank glares back at him.

SINCLAIR
When and where was the last time 
you saw Henrik Salonen?

FRANK
Why?

SINCLAIR
Gonna get fuckin’ cute with me now?

FRANK
Find his employer, you’ll find him.

Sinclair scoffs.

SINCLAIR
Is this tradecraft?  You’re 
inventing information to swap?
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FRANK
I don’t need to invent anything.  
I’m sure your analysts have done a 
workup on Salonen.  You know he’s 
not a fanatic. 

SINCLAIR
So you’ll give us his boss.  Who 
may or may not exist.

FRANK
If I told you Dr. Salonen was 
working for the devil, would you 
believe me?

SINCLAIR
No.

FRANK
Then you’ll fail.

Sinclair stares at him, patience wearing.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Whatever your team is scraping off 
that hard drive, it’s just the 
beginning.  You don’t know what 
you’re in for.

Sinclair leans back, settles.

SINCLAIR
Tell me.

FRANK
Dr. Salonen works for Emil Gorya.

SINCLAIR
Is this what you told Agent Pike?

FRANK
I was saving it.  For the right 
moment.

SINCLAIR
Emil Gorya is the boogieman of 
Central America.  Plenty of despots 
claim to be him, associating every 
fuckin’ thing from a poor harvest 
to a stillborn baby.  They trade on 
the name, just like you are.  He’s 
not the devil.  
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FRANK
Then you don’t know him.  He has an 
island somewhere off the coast of 
Nicaragua.

SINCLAIR
Nicaragua.  And he’s the reason you 
went down to Miami?  You think his 
location is on that hard drive?

FRANK
The man’s a shadow.  If he even 
thinks you’re coming, it’s too 
late.  A man like that doesn’t deal 
with CIA.

SINCLAIR
But he’ll deal with you?

Sinclair smiles, taunting.  He dims the lights.  A flatscreen 
monitor clicks on.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
This was just released.  Do you 
know this man?  This is Henrik 
Salonen.

A video plays on screen.  A blurry profile of a MAN speaks in 
Swedish.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
He’s claiming full responsibility 
for the contagion.  He’s going to 
release it in a different European 
city every hour beginning in 60 
minutes.

Sinclair enhances the video to magnify the scenery behind 
him.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
That’s a particular 
landmark...Drottningholm Palace, 
which is in Sweden.  Not Nicaragua.  

Frank watches in disbelief.  Sinclair is satisfied.  

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
Bon voyage, cocksucker.

OFFICE

Sinclair rumbles into the office.  Taylor’s turn.
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SINCLAIR
Can you think of a reason I 
shouldn’t treat you like a hostile 
combatant?

TAYLOR
I did my job-

Sinclair loses it.

SINCLAIR
You concealed vital information 
from your fucking superiors! 

TAYLOR
I did what I was ordered!  

SINCLAIR
You should have told us about 
Nyland the second you saw his file.

TAYLOR
I got his cooperation.  I followed 
the lead-

SINCLAIR
Who gives a fuck?!  You think we’ll 
find a scrap of viable intel on 
that hard drive?  He’s a fucking 
con-man and he played you.

TAYLOR
You’re wrong.

SINCLAIR
Are you that fucking stupid?  You 
actually trust him?

TAYLOR
No.  But he’s desperate and dying.  
I trust a thirsty horse will lead 
me to water.

SINCLAIR
We’ve got first-hand intelligence 
the man is in Sweden.  Nyland just 
tried to sell me he’s half way 
around the world in the other 
fucking direction.

TAYLOR
Where?
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SINCLAIR
It doesn’t matter.  He’ll say 
anything.  Emil Gorya is his next 
game.  And what did the first one 
get us?

TAYLOR
Then why pick us up?  You could 
have left us out there.  The timing 
is too perfect.  You know it.

SINCLAIR
I have to investigate all leads-

TAYLOR
Men tried to kill us at Mercy 
General.  They were paramilitary, 
former AUC.  They failed.  A few 
hours later we get the Salonen 
video.  It’s misinformation.

Sinclair bristles at her argument.  The Analyst knocks and 
enters.

ANALYST
Sir.  The hard drive recovery is 
complete.

DATA RECOVERY LAB

Handheld video, out of focus, unscrambles on a wall display --  
a group of RESEARCHERS in hazmat suits tour charred ruins of 
a village.

Blackened bodies are heaped into a twisted pile, smoking in 
the center of a thoroughfare.  The picture jerks from the 
corpses to an adjacent field.    

A BOY, around 7, covered in sores and decay spies back.  He 
offers something of a smile -- the lower half of his face 
gone.  He runs off.

The video cuts to a hospital bed.  A gravely SICK MAN is 
interviewed.  He speaks in Spanish.  A TRANSLATOR interprets.

TRANSLATOR (O.S.)
The elders did not want to pay him 
any more...so he took the children.  
All the children.  Then two days 
later they came back.
They were not alive any more...they 
had a sickness in them.  Many 
died...the whole village died.  
They all...ate each other.
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INTERVIEWER (O.S.)
Who?  Who took the children?

TRANSLATOR (O.S.)
Emil Gorya.  He is the father of 
death.

The video cuts to a grainy black and white image -- a man in 
a suit, too blurry to make out.  He walks with the 
Researchers, smiles, and chats but there’s no audio.

He removes his jacket and rolls up his sleeves.  A black 
crown is tattooed on his forearm -- a twin of Hector’s.

The picture cuts to a long view of an island.  Numbers 
superimpose across the bottom of the screen -- latitude and 
longitude.  The video ends.

Sinclair is inscrutable.

TAYLOR
Emil Gorya.  Those coordinates put 
him somewhere in Central America.  
He wants us looking at Europe 
because he’s not there.  

Sinclair laughs.

SINCLAIR
You don’t see it?

TAYLOR
It corroborates Nyland’s story.  He 
just told you-

SINCLAIR
Of course it does!  The asshole led 
you on a goose chase because he 
knew what you’d find.  He knew what 
was on that fucking hard drive.  
This is just more window dressing.

TAYLOR
Sir-

SINCLAIR
Don’t “Sir,” me, you arrogant 
bitch.  We are moving on Europe 
with everything we have.  The end!

Sinclair stares her down, furious.
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SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
The medical team just got here.  
You will go get checked out and 
then stick your head in the sand 
till I figure out what the fuck to 
do with you.

Taylor hesitates.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
That’s all.  Get the fuck out.

HALLWAY

Bailey escorts Taylor past Frank’s holding room.  She can’t 
see him inside.

BAILEY
You got balls, Pike.  In another 
life I think I want to come back as 
you.

TAYLOR
You won’t have to wait long.

Scattered news feeds dot the field office -- pandemonium in 
split screen quadrants, each a different major American city 
in chaos.  Taylor watches in a fugue-state.  

INSERT - Henry, lying in his coma.  He jolts awake.  

Taylor startles.

A MEDIC approaches.

MEDIC
Agent Pike?  We’re ready for you.

DEBRIEFING ROOM

Taylor crashes inside.

TAYLOR
Is it real, Nyland?  Emil Gorya? 
Swear it.  Swear it on Henry.

FRANK
Would you believe me?

The door bursts open.  Bailey and the CIRG Team.
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BAILEY
Taylor, you can’t be in here.  
Let’s go.

Frank stares back at her, silent.

Her eyes stay fixed on Frank as she’s pulled away, reading 
him.

HALLWAY

Bailey ushers Taylor back to the Medic, grim.  She shakes 
loose.

TAYLOR
Wait.  Just wait.

Bailey bristles and takes a firmer grip.  She slams her knee 
into his balls.  He doubles over.

She storms back into Sinclair’s office.

OFFICE 

TAYLOR
You can’t close your eyes on this.  
We need to follow every angle.

Sinclair jabs a finger at her, furious.

SINCLAIR
You’re talking about letting a 
felon involve the agency in an 
international incident based on 
conjecture.  It’s an epic fuck-up 
waiting to happen.

TAYLOR
Then let me run it.  I’ll handle 
Nyland.  You get full deniability.  
If it goes bad, it never happened 
but at least we know. 

Sinclair isn’t swayed.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Or I go to the Secretary of Defense 
and explain in detail the exact 
moment you closed your eyes on 
this.  You know we won’t find him 
in Europe, Jim.  And when that 
happens, it’s on you.
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SINCLAIR
You’re threatening your commanding 
officer.

Taylor doesn’t budge.  The gears turn in Sinclair’s head.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
This will be as far off the books 
as it can fuckin’ go, understand?  
It will never touch me.  When the 
house falls down, you will be 
underneath it.  Is that fucking 
clear?

Taylor nods, excitement buzzing through her.

TAYLOR
I’ll need tactical support for the 
pull.

SINCLAIR
Not without a full visual 
confirmation.  You get that, you’ll 
have whatever support we can 
muster.  

Taylor nods and goes to leave.

SINCLAIR (CONT’D)
But Taylor, if he’s not there, so 
help me God, I don’t expect either 
of you to come back.

TAYLOR
We won’t.

EXT. SKY OVER THE FLORIDA COAST - DAY

A sleek, private jet cruises over the Gulf of Mexico.

INT. JET CABIN (MOVING) - DAY

Frank and Taylor sit opposite each other, together again.  

With shaky hands, Taylor administers an injection into her 
right arm.  Frank sips from a glass of whiskey.

TAYLOR
Well?

FRANK
Well what?
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TAYLOR
You got what you wanted.  One last 
chance...and a partner dying faster 
than you are.

Frank sets down the glass, softens.

FRANK
What happened to Henry...it wasn’t 
by choice.

TAYLOR
No?  Maybe some part of it was 
real.  I don’t know.  But it didn’t 
stop you.  Did it?  I won’t be like 
him.  

Frank measures her.

EXT. JET (MOVING)

The jet glides over the water toward a lonely island -- a 
slumbering malice, the waiting maw of hell itself.

INT. JET (MOVING) - CONTINUOUS

FRANK
Let’s be clear, when we land I run 
things.  There’s a very good chance 
once we step off this plane we’re 
killed on site.

TAYLOR
We need to see Salonen.  In the 
flesh.

FRANK
(scoffs)

Right, you set off your 
transmitter, the CIA come runnin’.
There’s better odds they can’t 
forget about us quick enough.

TAYLOR
I’m not like you, Nyland.  There’s 
only one reason I’m on this plane.  
It isn’t cause I’m afraid of dying.

FRANK
Just afraid of dying for nothing.

Frank raises his glass.
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FRANK (CONT’D)
To your health, then.

The intercom buzzes.

PILOT (O.S.)
Agent Pike, we’re making our 
descent.

EXT. AIRFIELD - CONTINUOUS

The jet makes a rough landing on a dirt airstrip.  Frank and 
Taylor descend the mechanical stairs, uneasy. 

Buzzards sail overhead.

A black, luxury Towncar emerges from the tropical brush, 
bounces over rough terrain and parks.

A PALE MAN steps out -- 50’s, a walking wax skeleton in a 
slim suit and tie, but more creepy.  This is CORSAN PIOUS.  
He speaks with a German accent.

CORSAN
Guten tag.

He holds out a limp hand to Frank.

CORSAN (CONT’D)
Mr. Nyland, I recognize you from 
your photos.

They shake.  His head swivels to Taylor.

CORSAN (CONT’D)
Who have you brought?

FRANK
Maybe I could get your name first.

CORSAN
Of course.  How silly.  I am Corsan 
Pious.  I am a private attorney.  
Might I guess you are here looking 
for a surgeon?

FRANK
I’d like to meet your client 
actually.  You represent Emil 
Gorya.

Corsan bows his head in acknowledgement.  
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CORSAN
My sole client.  Mr. Gorya was 
hoping to meet you.

FRANK
That’s not the impression I got.

CORSAN
Then you misunderstand.

(motions to car)
Please.

Frank and Taylor balk at the invitation.

CORSAN (CONT’D)
I would urge haste.  The grounds 
are far from safe.

Inhuman figures dot the horizon in a slow migration.  Corsan 
flashes a waxen smile at their realization.

INT. CAR (MOVING) - MOMENTS LATER

The car navigates dirt roads strewn with bodies kicked to the 
side.  Frank and Taylor gag.  Corsan turns from the wheel.

CORSAN
I often forget.  The smell is 
something you get used to.  It’s 
like...returning home.  Did you 
have a formal education, Mr. 
Nyland?

FRANK
In a manner of speaking.

CORSAN
Mr. Gorya graduated from Oxford.  
His passion is learning.

(turns, smiles)
One of many...

The car drifts through a 15 foot high perimeter wall.  A 
steel gate closes behind them.  A ragged MILITIA mills around 
the property, bored and onere.

The car pushes up a steep incline to a regal villa.  A palace 
for a mad king.
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EXT. PROVING GROUNDS - DAY

An OLD PEASANT and YOUNG VILLAGER look down a narrow valley 
to a gated pier.  A gleaming yacht sways in the water.  The 
sun cooks them.  

The Villager reaches for a canteen, his wrists are chained to 
an iron spike -- they’re captives.

He passes the canteen to the Peasant who drinks, grateful.

POP.

A bullet explodes through the Peasant’s head.

The Villager is in shock. His trembling eyes flash around the 
jungle for the source.  Nothing. 

A second bullet pings through the chain restraints.  

He’s free.  

He sprints down the valley to the pier, frantic.  Nearly 
there, until...

The jungle parts.  

Something fast and big...

A nightmare of flesh and bone springs on him.

His wet entrails spackle the high grass.

EXT. BALCONY, EMIL GORYA’S VILLA - CONTINUOUS

The scope of a sniper’s rifle lowers from a watching eye -- a 
man in his late 40's of mixed descent, a sheen of black hair, 
a pencil mustache and a diseased complexion. EMIL GORYA.

His accent is a Spanish/British amalgam, a swirl of 
contradiction honed into unflinching conviction.

Corsan and two rigid MERCENARIES shepherd Frank and Taylor 
onto the balcony.  Gorya roles up his sleeve over the black 
crown tattoo on his inner forearm.

GORYA
Death and time are absolutes.  But 
what is man?  Man, himself, is a 
question.

Gorya approaches Frank, much too close.
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GORYA (CONT’D)
Not three days ago, you were in a 
maximum security penitentiary, 
waiting to die.  Frank Nyland.

FRANK
It’s an honor to meet-

Gorya snares his hand.  His fingers trace Frank’s tattoo.

GORYA
How much time do you have?  The 
whole world is dying.  But men like 
us...Non flectebat genu...we do not 
kneel.  For us, death is the 
question and we are the absolutes.

Frank is silent, a man caught in a mine field.

GORYA (CONT’D)
Business then.

A middle aged man, tortured, absent sleep for days, shuffles 
toward them like a quiet bomb dropping.  

It’s HENRIK SALONEN.

Taylor’s pulse races with validation.  She squeezes a small 
pin on the inside of her waist belt -- a GPS transmitter.

Gorya offers his arm and Salonen administers a meticulous 
intravenous injection.  

FRANK
I had an arrangement with the 
doctor-

GORYA
That arrangement is void.

Salonen glances at Frank, terrified of Gorya.  

FRANK 
I’d like to make a new one, with 
your permission.

GORYA
Something better to offer I hope?

FRANK
I don’t think either of us are fond 
of wasting time.
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INT. STUDY, EMIL GORYA’S VILLA - MOMENTS LATER

The walls are covered with painted murals.  Nothing 
recognizable -- Gorya ‘originals,’ depictions of man 
ascending to god status -- death and ruin the alternative.

Corsan lingers, an apparition.  Gorya strolls in, a fresh 
suit on.  Two armed MERCENARIES position at he doorway.

GORYA
Sit.

 Frank sits opposite him, careful.

FRANK
It won’t take long for the CIA to 
realize Dr. Salonen is not in 
Sweden.  Then they’ll come looking 
for you.

GORYA
How would they find me?

TAYLOR
We’ve already found you, Mr. Gorya.

GORYA
You work for the CIA now, Frank?  
That’s unfortunate.  

FRANK
It’s me you’re talking with. 

GORYA
Then who is your pretty friend?

FRANK
My offer.

TAYLOR
I provide inside access to the CIA, 
real time if you like.  I provide 
information, counter-information, 
whatever you want to stay two steps 
ahead of the manhunt.  Because 
without me, they will catch up to 
you.

GORYA
Why should I care?
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FRANK
Respectfully, if you didn’t care 
about being found you wouldn’t have 
gone to the trouble of trying to 
kill me. 

TAYLOR
Or leaking misinformation on 
Salonen’s location.

GORYA
You were the one loose end, Frank.  
My men told me not to bother with a 
dying man in prison, but I knew 
your talents.  Even after I had the 
broker killed, I knew.  

Gorya rubs his chin, inscrutable.

GORYA (CONT’D)
Come with me.

EXT. ROOFTOP, EMIL GORYA’S VILLA - A SHORT WHILE LATER

Raised high above the rest of the island, Gorya towers over 
an adjacent town, huddling in the shadow of his villa, a self-
made deity in the vein of “Christ the Redeemer”.

GORYA
That is Nueva Arcadia.  There is no 
infection, no death but what men 
concede.

FRANK
It’s beautiful.

GORYA
Look here, Frank.

Gorya guides him by the arm away from Taylor and his 
Mercenaries.  

He points out a hill in the distance.  A local SHAMAN chants 
curses from it’s peak.

GORYA (CONT’D)
You see that fucker over there?  
Local priest of some dead faith.  
Each day he goes up that hill and 
for 45 minutes, he invokes the 
worst sort of curses he can think 
of on me.
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Frank shrugs.

FRANK 
So let him.

GORYA
That shaman, curses me every day 
and I allow it.  Because he’s 
alone.

Gorya motions below to a fenced off stable of INFECTED 
LOCALS, enough to level the whole town...  

The herd festers right on the border -- a dammed flood.  
Frank steps back, freaked.

GORYA (CONT’D)
But the day I look out there and 
see two people, is the day that 
fence is removed.

FRANK
Why-

GORYA
Why?  Because I will suffer one 
fool, but if he can corrupt one 
other person with the fantasy of 
his beliefs, none of them will 
live.

Gorya gazes at him with a 1,000 yard stare.

GORYA (CONT’D)
It’s truth they run from.  Babies 
scream at birth because they are 
helpless.  As we age, we forget 
that vulnerability.  But man should 
never stop screaming.  It is the 
song of truth.

Frank adjusts, uneasy.

GORYA (CONT’D)
We’re here because I asked a 
question, the one that tickles me 
each day, like a worm under the 
skin. If there can be endless 
death, why not endless life?  Dr. 
Salonen was supposed to solve the 
riddle but look what he discovered 
instead.  An inverse formula.  
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I’ve given the world one polarity, 
it just needs the balance.  

FRANK
You’re talking about a cure.

GORYA
The Divine Cure.  Either it will be 
the answer, or the question.  Isn’t 
that what we’re both searching for?

FRANK
We can help each other.

Gorya forms something of a smile, like smothering a secret.

GORYA
I said I’d accept one fool on that 
hill.

On cue, a Mercenary puts a knife to Taylor’s throat.  Frank 
panics.

FRANK
Wait, wait.  She is important.  We 
can’t afford to-

GORYA
I admire you, Frank, but you speak 
only in lies.  This is the language 
of truth...

It happens in a flash.

The Mercenary stabs the blade into Taylor shoulder.  

Frank starts.  

Gorya extends an arm in the air in front of Frank, an 
invisible barrier, a test.

Taylor is in searing agony.  Infected blood surges from the 
wound.

Frank doesn’t move.  He watches her suffer.

GORYA (CONT’D)
You’re still running, Frank.  
Accept the truth.  What will a few 
more days bring you?

Frank is fixated on Taylor, strangling the urge to shove 
Gorya aside.  Gorya smirks.
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GORYA (CONT’D)
Go on.  Let me mull over your offer 
awhile.  Maybe Dr. Salonen can keep 
her alive for you.  But don’t 
mistake your real savior.

The Mercenary pulls the blade.  Frank rushes to staunch the 
bleeding, desperate.

Gorya watches, intoxicated with sadistic pleasure.

OPERATING ROOM FACILITY - MOMENTS LATER

Salonen bustles through a custom-built operating room and 
research center, outfitted with pristine surgical utensils.

Frank applies pressure to Taylor’s wound, a MERCENARY for a 
shadow.  Salonen barks with a Swedish accent.

SALONEN
Out!  I can’t have any contagion 
enter the wound!  You want the 
infection to spread?

The Mercenary backs out, hesitant.  Salonen eyes Frank.

SALONEN (CONT’D)
Clean your fucking hands.

Frank washes, scattered.

SALONEN (CONT’D)
She’s already infected.  Did you 
know this?

FRANK
She’s been taking suppressors to 
stall the process.

SALONEN
God damn fool.  Bring me a bottle 
out of that cabinet and the 
hypodermic needle.

Frank pulls a short bottle from a glass cabinet.  

FRANK
Is that the anti-virus?

SALONEN
Why did you come here?

Frank is lost for a moment.
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FRANK
Our agreement.  I need you to 
operate-

SALONEN
Operate!  Your operation is simple.  
Surviving it is not.  The heart 
responds or it doesn’t.  Look where 
you are.  We’ll all be dead before 
long anyway.

FRANK
What are you doing for Gorya?  

Salonen injects Taylor.  She’s groggy.

SALONEN
He wants the same as you.  An 
eternal spring inside him.

FRANK
We’re pretty fucking far from that.

SALONEN
I practice eugenics, gene therapy.  
But the natural law of life is 
everything dies.  Gorya offered me 
the world only to try.

FRANK
You could have said ‘no.’

SALONEN
You don’t say no to him.  I needed 
a way to combat deterioration.  
Creating new, living cells requires 
a fundamental alteration at the 
genetic level.  They needed to 
build off each other...

FRANK
To spread like cancer.  

Taylor grabs Salonen with a weak arm.

TAYLOR
Is there a cure?

SALONEN
Theoretically, a cure would do 
exactly what he wants.  Eternal 
life.  That is his question to the 
world and it cannot be answered.
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FRANK
What do you mean?  What did you 
give her?

SALONEN
A rudimentary inhibitor.

FRANK
Like you gave him?

SALONEN
No, that was an inoculation to 
prevent infection.  This only 
inhibits the process.  Nothing 
reverses it.

Frank realizes what he’s saying, a slow panic rising.  

SALONEN (CONT’D)
Are you really CIA?

TAYLOR
We’re here to extract you.  There’s 
a team on standby to pull you out 
in exchange for your full 
cooperation.

SALONEN
There is no escaping this place.  
We are only talking now, because 
Senor Gorya wants it.

FRANK
Why?

SALONEN
Because he’s fucking mad.  You’ve 
heard him.

TAYLOR
You don’t have another option.  
Doctor.

Salonen snaps off his gloves in frustration.

SALONEN
When?

TAYLOR
A team is inbound.  They’re 
tracking my location.

SALONEN
Will they take me without you?
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Frank’s fear realized...

FRANK
How long does she have?

Salonen can’t look Frank in the eye.

FRANK (CONT’D)
How long!?

SALONEN
It’s a miracle she survived this 
long.  There’s no telling.

TAYLOR
Yes.  

They turn.  Taylor accepts her diagnosis, resolved.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
You have my word.  They’ll take you 
without me.

SALONEN
Then we have an agreement.

Frank registers betrayal.

FRANK
Excuse us a minute.

Frank leads Taylor out, pissed.

OBSERVATORY

Nueva Arcadia rests beyond floor to ceiling windows, 
oblivious to the peril on its border.

FRANK (CONT’D)
What the fuck do you think you’re 
doing?

TAYLOR
What I came for.  No more bending 
the rules, Frank.  This is too 
important.  

FRANK
There is no cure.  You want to get 
us killed for a big fucking 
nothing!  I’m not ready-
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TAYLOR
When will you be?  You have nothing 
and no one.  What good is another 
year?  Another day?  

FRANK
Fuck you.  I didn’t come to this 
shit-hole so we could share an open 
grave.  I’m not done.

Taylor exhales, softens.

TAYLOR
That story you told, back in 
prison...The dying man that left 
his family with nothing.  That was 
your father, wasn’t it?  If you 
have even lived for a day of your 
life, really lived, you should 
understand what this means.

Frank takes the jab with a sour look.

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Frank...we can give them a chance.  
Please just do this.

Taylor’s plea hangs in the air.  Frank is incredulous.

FRANK
You’ll die.

They lock eyes, she’s accepted what he can’t.

Salonen nudges out the O.R.  

SALONEN
Nyland, he’s sent for you.

EXT. TERRACE, EMIL GORYA’S VILLA - A SHORT WHILE LATER

The sun wanes over Nueva Arcadia.  ARMED MERCENARIES shove 
Frank in a chair by a small fire pit.  Gorya waits, adjacent, 
eyes impassive through the flames.  

A laptop streams a news broadcast in front of them.  The 
headline:  “Sought Terrorist Still Not Found as Death Toll 
Swells”

GORYA
I thought we were alike but maybe 
you are not so different from them.
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FRANK
I’m not in Sweden.

GORYA
You think Salonen can fix you?  If 
we turned your hour glass over 
again, what then?  If your heart 
can kill you tomorrow just as well 
as something kills you a year from 
now, why stall?

FRANK
We want the same thing, Emil.  A 
cure for how we are.

Gorya taps at the laptop.  The picture switches to a live 
surveillance feed, cycling -- a laboratory filled with 
RESEARCHERS.

GORYA
That’s a research facility in Seoul 
for the World Health Organization.  
They’re on the verge of apotheosis 
because of a journey I sent them 
on.  The entire world is fighting 
for the true cure.  

FRANK
But what if they can’t?  If it’s 
too much...

GORYA
We die a little less slowly.  They 
call me the Father of Death.  Then 
let my twin be born.  Look at where 
you’ve come in a few days.  You, 
are why I have faith, Frank.

FRANK
Then let me speak for you.  You 
aren’t the father of death...you’re 
the master of it.  I can show them 
what’s possible.  

Gorya shakes his head, dismissive.  He leans forward.

GORYA
You’re a fucking liar, Frank.  
Perhaps it’s beyond your control 
now.  I wanted you to stand with me 
but your lies keep us apart.

Gorya stares him down, intense.
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GORYA (CONT’D)
We only speak the truth here.

Frank reconciles, everything crumbling in on him.  

Again.

Gorya’s message is clear.

FRANK
There’s a CIA team waiting 
offshore...to extract Salonen.  And 
when he’s out...they’ll destroy 
you.

Gorya’s eyes burn but he doesn’t speak.

FRANK (CONT’D)
They’re coming tonight.

They listen to the ambient chirping of the jungle.

EXT. OPEN WATER - NIGHT

Under cover of darkness, three black, military rafts skid 
over the water and slide up the shore.

BEACH HEAD

Each raft carries four SEAL TEAM MEMBERS, in full black camo, 
moving with cold precision.  

They stow the rafts, don night-vision optics and full 
chemical counter-agent protection -- oxygen masks and 
resistent, rubber coverings.  The gear is bulky, hot.  

They form into a phalanx and disperse into the brush, in the 
shadow of Gorya’s villa.

One raft remains, prepped for evac.  The beach is quiet -- 
like a ghost wandered past.

COMPOUND PERIMETER

From of a wall of onyx jungle, the Seal Team manifests one by 
one -- plague doctors, armed to the gills.  They creep into a 
clearing.

Their comms whisper...
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SEAL LEADER 1 (O.S.)
Approaching the east wall of the 
compound.  No resistance.  Spear-
head watch your footing for IED’s.  

SEAL MEMBER 2 (O.S.)
This is Blackhawk, activity in my 
sector.

SEAL LEADER 1 (O.S.)
Roger that, Blackhawk.  Hold 
position.  Crow’s Nest, confirm 
visual.

Nothing.

SEAL LEADER 1 (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Crow’s Nest?  All teams, Crow’s 
Nest unresponsive, your eyes only.  
Blackhawk...I have visual...

The Seals tread through waist-high grass to a mound in the 
clearing.  It’s a pile of tangled, devoured bodies heaped ten 
feet high...

A small head pops out of the high grass.  It turns - a BOY, 
six or seven.

SEAL MEMBER 2 (O.S.)
Fuck.  I got a kid here.

SEAL LEADER 1 (O.S.)
Make sure he’s clean.

The Boy is very infected, coveting them with hunger and 
curiosity.

SEAL MEMBER 2 (O.S.)
Nega-

The Boy screams in alarm.  Silenced rounds shred through it.

SEAL MEMBER 2 (O.S.) (CONT’D)
I took it out. Advancing-

Four more small heads pop out of the high grass.  

Then ten more.  Then fifteen. 

Then beyond count...

Close to 200 INFECTED BOYS look up from their feeding pile.  
The Seals have wandered into an animal pen.
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Enormous flood lights snap on -- blinding their optics.  
Gorya, springing his trap.

The Boys shriek and howl.  They buzz forward in a feeding 
frenzy, a swarm of human fire-ants.

The Seals scream.  Hardened military reduced to cornered 
prey, a torrent of shredded viscera.  

It’s over in less than a minute.

BALCONY, EMIL GORYA’S VILLA

Gorya and Frank listen to the sobering screams.  Frank will 
take them to his grave.  

It’s sweet music to Gorya.  

FADE TO BLACK.

INT. ART GALLERY, EMIL GORYA’S VILLA - NIGHT

Taylor is paraded by Corsan and two MERCENARIES into an 
octagonal chamber.  Portraits of women hang, evenly spaced on 
the walls.  

A serene fountain bubbles at the epicenter.  Gorya peers into 
the water, reading messages only he sees.  

Four more MERCENARIES stand sentry, holding captives -- the 
surviving four-man beachhead Seal Team, unmasked, Bailey’s 
swollen face among them.

Taylor is assembled in the queue -- prisoners, wrists bound 
behind them.

GORYA
Welcome. We are in a room very near 
to my heart.  I’ve lost 22 wives, 
very sad.

He motions to the portraits.

GORYA (CONT’D)
I wanted a son.  I thought I might 
live beyond myself through a 
diluted lineage.  But that was a 
fucking lie.  I just needed courage 
to see it.

Gorya reverently approaches a portrait.  He kisses his hand 
and touches it to the woman’s face.
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GORYA (CONT’D)
Which of you has courage?

No answer.

GORYA (CONT’D)
Oh, come now, surely one, to come 
so far.  Courage, hides within us 
like a beating heart, in secret.

Gorya removes the painting from the wall.

GORYA (CONT’D)
You just have to know how to 
fucking find it.

A carved out hole in the wall sits at eye-level -- a porthole 
to infinite dark.

The Mercenaries drag a Seal Member to the address the hole. 
Gorya holds up a silver, remote trigger.

GORYA (CONT’D)
This, is the choice I gave the 
world. It’s the antithesis of 
courage but it will free you from 
your struggle, if you want to be 
free.

Gorya slaps the trigger into the Seal Member’s hand.  He’s 
beyond freaked.  The Mercenaries stuff his head through the 
hole.

Bailey twitches, uneasy.  

Taylor’s jaw tightens.

ANIMAL PEN

A rancid stink chokes the Seal Member, breathing heavy.  

Something draws itself up from the floor in white, sheer 
wrappings.

It turns, soundless, privacy violated.  

It creeps toward him.

The emaciated figure of a rabid INFECTED WIFE appears -- one 
of Gorya’s dead wives.  She barely looks human.  Her mouth 
yawns...eyes go dead...

She springs. 
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A whirling dervish, screaming as though fire is trapped in 
her lungs.

She flays off the skin of the Seal Member’s face.  

He screams in mortal terror.

Click.  

ART GALLERY

The Seal Member squeezes the trigger.  

A guillotine blade inside the wall drops.  He’s decapitated.  

Blood squirts from his headless corpse.

ANIMAL PEN

His severed head smacks the floor -- the flesh carved down to 
the skull.

ART GALLERY

The blade raises again to clear the hole.  

The remaining prisoners drip with sweat, pulse rates 
tripling.

Gorya picks up the spent trigger.  

GORYA (CONT’D)
Nothing.  Nothing inside him except 
fucking blood and piss.  Look.

Gorya strolls down the queue.  He stops...at Taylor.

GORYA (CONT’D)
What about you?  Do you have 
courage?

The pitbull within her surfaces.

TAYLOR
You don’t know what courage is.  
You’re a fucking coward.  The truth 
is you’re not going to live no 
matter what happens here.  Maybe 
you’ll die meek and alone, but 
you’ll never have an ounce of the 
courage that man had.  
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GORYA
“Others see what is there.  I see 
what could be there, and wonder, 
why not?” 

He points to the hole.  His men drag Taylor towards it...

BAILEY
Stop.  I have courage.  I do.

GORYA
Well, go on.  Let her see what it 
looks like.

The Mercenaries drop Taylor and lead Bailey to the hole.  
They jam the trigger into his hand.

BAILEY
Sorry, Pike.  My turn.

TAYLOR
No!  No, take me!

Gorya cracks Taylor across the mouth.

GORYA
Shut your fucking mouth!  I mean to 
enjoy this, yes?

Bailey’s head goes into the hole.

ANIMAL PEN

He stares into the frothing, withered face.  She crawls 
toward him, lips whet with red flesh...

ART GALLERY

Bailey kicks in the kneecap of the Mercenary on his left.  

He crumples in surprise, freeing Bailey to dive back.

He clears his head just as the Infected Wife launches hers 
through the hole.  

Click.

The blade falls.  

Her severed head spins across the floor...to Gorya’s foot.

He pulls a gun, holding it to Bailey’s temple.
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GORYA (CONT’D)
You...must have a memorable death.

He lets the gun linger.  Then he picks up the severed head by 
the hair and leaves in a perverse solace.  

Corsan claps his hands together, pure delight.

CORSAN
That was wonderful.

OPERATING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Frank sits on a gurney watching an OPERATING TEAM prep the 
O.R. for his surgery.  He’s listless.  

Salonen scrubs in, keys on Frank’s distraction.

SALONEN
Are you worried?  If you die, it 
will be because your heart can’t 
withstand the surgery, not my 
malfeasance.  And if you don’t 
survive Gorya won’t let me live.  
You’ll get my very best efforts.  
Exactly what you wanted, Frank.

Frank’s out of words.  Salonen nods.

SALONEN (CONT’D)
Take that off.

Frank removes his suit coat, unbuttons his shirt and stops.

He’s wearing the cuff-links Henry gave him.

SALONEN (CONT’D)
Gorya is sterile, you know?  That’s 
how all this started.  But he has a 
son.  A prince.

FRANK
What?

SALONEN
A monstrosity.  Not born of his 
blood but his spirit...and my 
hands.  

FRANK
What are they?  You haven’t found a 
way to live forever...but they...
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SALONEN
Live?  Perhaps.  They only know 
anger and hunger, the bitterness of 
life.  There’s some activity in the 
brain, new cells building off old 
ones...until nothing human remains.  
Is that living?

Frank smirks, bitter.

FRANK
Only way I know.

SALONEN
My son died when he was two.  
Leukemia. No operation, no medicine 
in existence could save him.  So I 
spent my life exploring treatments 
for what could not be treated.  I 
decided very early I would not give 
a damn about regulations or medical 
boards.

FRANK
I’m sure civilization would thank 
you for it.  It’s top notch work-

Salonen takes Frank’s cuff links, stands in his face, 
challenging.

SALONEN
Do you know why I do it? Because my 
son is still with me. Why would he 
be born with no future, to die so 
young?  What purpose is there to 
that?  

FRANK
There isn’t one.  

SALONEN 
He’s my purpose.  He’s the reason 
for the man that I am.  Because he 
never left me and never will.  And 
you cannot judge me for that.  
Because you’ve never loved 
anything.

An unbearable weight fills Frank.

Salonen hands Frank his cuff links back and turns.
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SALONEN (CONT’D)
When you are ready, we’ll 
administer the anesthetic.

Frank holds Henry’s remains in his hands.  He lies on the 
operating table, looking up at glaring white light.  He’s 
gotten his chance.  But at what cost?

Salonen dons his surgical mask.  

He readies the anesthetic.

CORSAN
(Pre-lap)

Are you familiar with Dante’s 
Inferno?

EXT. PROVING GROUNDS - MORNING

Corsan shields his pale flesh from the boiling sun under a 
flat-brimmmed fedora.

Taylor, Bailey, and two Seal Members kneel on a narrow pitch 
of concrete amid the grass of the valley, black sack cloths 
over their heads.

CORSAN
The journey through the underworld 
to paradise?  

Corsan plucks off their shrouds one by one.

CORSAN (CONT’D)
In the last of Dante’s circles you 
find Lucifer.  The final torment is 
to be consumed by him.  I am 
anxious for you.

Corsan smiles and returns to the villa.  

BAILEY
He’s not the worst lawyer I’ve ever 
met.

Each of them is fitted with a rod-iron collar, tethered to 
chains funneling together and stretching down to a hidden 
terminus.

TAYLOR
Will anyone come?
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BAILEY
I don’t know.  We were air dropped.  
Rendezvous was Panama for evac.  
Short window in case things got 
fucked. 

Taylor nods, grim.

TAYLOR
So they can pretend it never 
happened.

Bailey gazes at the yacht, bobbing in the shimmering water.

BAILEY
Pike...where do you think these 
chains go?

They trace the trail of chain down the valley.  It pulls a 
half centimeter, barely noticeable...

But everyone notices.

BALCONY, EMIL GORYA’S VILLA

Gorya rolls up his shirt sleeves in ceremony.  The sniper 
rifle waits on a table next to him.  

Corsan dabs sweat from his brow.  Two MERCENARIES stand 
sentry.

CORSAN
All is arranged.

GORYA
There’s a fucking un-kill-able man 
down there.

CORSAN
I am certain you will prove that 
false, Herr Gorya.

GORYA
That man should live forever.  The 
tragedy of ignorance.

Gorya lifts the rifle and lines up his shot.  

PROVING GROUNDS

Crack.  A flash of red. 
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The Seal Member on the end of the pitch slumps, his head 
split.  

Three left.

Another shot pocks the dirt in front of Bailey. 

BAILEY
He wants a moving target.

TAYLOR
Wait.  Don’t move.

She watches the chains.  They pull a quarter of an inch...

BALCONY

Gorya squints through his scope, aggravated.

GORYA
They won’t run.  Just fucking look 
at that, would you.  

He moves the cross hairs to Taylor’s head.

GORYA (CONT’D)
I need to make myself more clear.

His finger grazes the trigger...

FRANK
I have a question for you.

Gorya looks up.

Frank stands tall in his frayed suit.  Gorya is surprised.

GORYA
Frank, I-

FRANK
Put it down.

Gorya sets down the rifle, receptive.

GORYA
Something unsatisfactory?

FRANK
I’ve reconsidered our deal.

GORYA
You don’t want to live anymore?  
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Frank looks clear through Gorya, determined.  Gorya’s 
patience evaporates.

GORYA (CONT’D)
A noose has been around your neck 
since birth and like a worm, you 
have wriggled to make it longer, a 
centimeter at a time.  But it’s 
only rope, Frank.  You, are the 
weight that pulls it tighter.  
You’re old, weak, and fucking 
stupid.  You don’t deserve life.

FRANK
What you have isn’t life.

GORYA
No? Go on.

Gorya levels the rifle.  

GORYA (CONT’D)
Ask.  Ask me for her life.  

He moves the cross hairs on Taylor...

GORYA (CONT’D)
Ask your fucking question.

FRANK
I already have.

A familiar gurgle reaches Gorya’s ear.  Then a croak.

He looks up.  

Corsan and the rest of his Mercenaries are infected, lungs 
filling, stomachs tightening, only hunger in their eyes.

GORYA
Frank, you’ve been fucking about in 
my private things.

Frank smirks, nudges an aerosol dispersal cannister at his 
foot -- exhaling infection to anyone close enough to breathe 
it.

FRANK
I didn’t expect you’d give them the 
inoculation -- they didn’t earn it.  
But I asked Dr. Salonen, as a 
substitution for my operation.  He 
thought it was fair. 
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Frank shows Gorya his arm.  A red welt swells above his hour 
glass tattoo where the inoculation was administered. 

GORYA
Frank, there’s no inoculation for 
you.  What you are, cannot be 
cured.

Frank smirks and nods, in control.

FRANK
No.  But it’s gotten me this far.

Infected Corsan screams and bites through the flesh of 
Gorya’s arm. The mangled skin blooms red.  

GORYA
No!

Gorya kicks Corsan back from his gaping wound, infuriated.

GORYA (CONT’D)
This isn’t it.  I can fucking get 
through this.

Gorya wrenches an enormous handgun from his back belt buckle.  

Frank didn’t anticipate this...

Bam.  

Gorya blows off Corsan’s head.  

He squeezes rounds into the Infected Mercenaries. 

Frank has one chance.  He lunges for the gun.  They struggle, 
spin, and hit the balcony railing.  

Gorya topples over. 

He latches on to Frank’s arm.

The weight whips Frank into the railing.  It buckles.

Gorya dangles over a three floor drop, his full body weight 
holding Frank in place above him.

The railing is about to give...

GORYA (CONT’D)
You’ll die, Frank.  And generations 
will lie in the dirt next to 
you...until there is nothing.  An 
empty desert...
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Frank winces, trying to summon the strength to twist free.

Gorya pulls to lift himself up, mad rage dancing in his eyes.

His grip slips.  

His hands slide off Frank’s arm...

...taking a cuff link with as he drops.

Both legs break on impact.  

OFF BALCONY

Gorya moans in crippled anguish.  

His cry is an invitation.  The Infected Boys assemble en 
masse -- his children, hungry.

They eat him alive.  

Flesh picked apart to bits.

BALCONY

Frank pants for air.  He watches Gorya reduced to wet scraps, 
tough for even him to stomach.

He finds his feet.  Far down the valley, the yacht waits.

A gleaming pearl on a glass sea.

PROVING GROUND

Taylor, Bailey and the Last Seal Member gaze up at the villa, 
the echo of gunfire haunting their ears.

BAILEY
Those shots were at the villa.

It’s almost impossible for Taylor to say it.

TAYLOR
Nyland...it has to be Nyland.  
There’s no one else.

The Last Seal Member stands...

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Careful-

But the chain has already moved.  

They freeze with baited breath...
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The buzz of an engine grows.  Closer.

An ATV bounces over the grass -- Frank, with Salonen as a 
passenger.  

The last thing on earth they expected.  

He cuts the engine.

FRANK
Gorya’s dead.  But...

Taylor’s face is incredulous.  Frank can’t mask his guilt.  
He inclines toward the villa.

A swarm of Infected Mercenaries and Boys descend like 
locusts, heading straight at them.

Relief twists to panic.

FRANK (CONT’D)
It’s fine.  

Frank reveals a ring of keys sorted from Corsan’s corpse.

FRANK (CONT’D)
I’m gonna get you out-

The chains jerk all three of them to their faces.  They’re 
sucked down the valley quick as a whisper.

Frank is nonplussed.

FRANK (CONT’D)
What the fuck...

Salonen is terrified.

SALONEN
Nyland...it has them...we have to 
leave.  We have to leave now...

FRANK
What has them?

LOWER VALLEY

Taylor, Bailey, and the Last Seal scrape down the valley 
floor, rag dolls, grass whipping past them.

At the base of the valley, the chains go limp. They cough for 
air.
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A dug out crater yawns before them, bordered by a thin veil 
of trees -- a jagged circumference close to 50 ft.

It’s filled with bodies.  An obscene accumulation, hundreds 
easy.  

Their chains dive into the depths, underneath all the dead...

PROVING GROUNDS

Frank rockets the ATV down the valley.  Closing the gap.

LOWER VALLEY

Hearts pulsing, they stay still as stone.

A body rolls in the pit.  A tumult of decayed torsos peels 
back from something.

Their first glimpse is an arm...  

A god-like appendage exhausted by abnormal, brazen cellular 
growth.  It appears.  

Dante’s Lucifer.  GORYA’S PRINCE.

An 18 feet tall humanoid, a withered stomach, overgrown 
limbs, and a jaw thick with jagged teeth.  The devil 
incarnate.  An infinite appetite.

The Prince shudders with a ravenous pang of hunger.  

LAST SEAL
Sweet Mary and Joseph...

Taylor traces the end of their chains to a coiled belt around 
its waist, synced into its writhing belly.

TAYLOR
We can’t run.

LAST SEAL
I won’t go down there...

The Last Seal flees. His chain tugs at the agony of the 
Prince’s empty stomach.

It responds, quick as a cat, a titan’s fury.  It rips the 
chain taut in a blur, straight to the throat.  

The Last Seal’s head arcs into the air, popped off like a 
daisy.  
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His severed frame twitches to its knees...

Bailey rises.  He pulls Taylor to her feet.

BAILEY
We’ll go out on our feet, Pike.

Taylor nods.  They embrace their reckoning.

The ATV roars closer.

The Prince ascends out of the pit...

PROVING GROUNDS

Frank idles.  Salonen is manic with terror but Frank blocks 
him out.  He sees it, death in the flesh, towering above 
Taylor.   

Inhales.

LOWER VALLEY

Taylor and Bailey hold their necks out on the verge of the 
infinite.  Senses on fire.

Bailey drifts off his feet...

His body is thrust into its maw, bitten clean in half, a 
confetti of red.

Shock numbs Taylor.  All strength siphoned from her legs, she 
collapses...

And Frank catches her.

FRANK
Hang on, Pike.

Frank strangles the key ring, fighting to solve the lock one 
by one, a child’s game.

Bailey’s bones crunch -- the Prince preoccupied as long as 
the meal lasts...

A half dozen keys can’t shed the collar.

TAYLOR
Nyland...go.

Pain is written all over Frank’s face.  His fingers bleed.  
He meets her eyes.  Time stops.  
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Taylor mouths the word...

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Go...

Frank squeezes his eyes shut, exhales.  He twists another key 
at the lock.

Nothing.

Another key.  Still nothing.  

The Prince clears bones from its throat...

Another key.  Another.  And then...

Click.

The collar falls.

Frank and Taylor scramble for the ATV.  Salonen is pale as 
bone.  The wheels sputter and launch the three of them 
forward, barrelling toward the pier.

The Prince surges after them.

PIER

The ATV bounds from ground to wood, click clacking over the 
planks down the 90 foot pier.  Frank cuts the wheels near the 
yacht and they skid, an inch away from ruin.

YACHT

Salonen ignites the rumbling engine.  Frank and Taylor wrench 
at the water to hoist anchor.

The Prince charges, a lion flushing wounded prey.

The anchor belches out of the water.  The yacht sails in 
haste to open water.  The Prince screams for a lost meal.

They’ve made it -- escaped Gorya’s hell.

A smirk dawns on Frank’s face and he collapses.  

His heart seizes...

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
Nyland?  What is it?  What’s-

She guesses it.
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FRANK
I’m...sorry...

Taylor kneels beside him, emotion welling up.

TAYLOR
Are you afraid, Frank?

He nods at her, succumbing to the pain.

Taylor takes his hand in hers.  

TAYLOR (CONT’D)
You’re not alone.

She holds on to it as the boat glides to a blank horizon.

FADE TO BLACK.

A long beat.

EXT. DILAPITATED BUILDING - DAY

A small LATIN BOY kicks a ball errantly down a dirt road.  It 
skips past stale corpses and charred wreckage and bounces off 
a sign overgrown with vines.

The jostle reveals a grimy symbol of a red cross.  

INT. HOSPITAL O.R. - CONTINUOUS

The equipment is all but obsolete but the building still has 
a power generator and a handful of STAFF WORKERS.

They huddle together, watching with great curiosity.  

Salonen pulls on sanitary gloves.  He directs them in broken 
Spanish.

Frank is on the table...prepped for open heart surgery.

Salonen pauses a breath.

Taylor slumps in a corner, watching.  She’s sickly, a weary 
apparition.  She slinks out of the O.R.  

PATIENT ROOM - A SHORT WHILE LATER

Taylor inspects her arm.  There’s a swollen inflammation 
covering the area where her last suppressor was administered.
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She squeezes her fingers to gain feeling.  Salonen checks on 
her, still in his scrubs, a somber mood.

SALONEN
You’re beginning to reject the 
inhibitor.  The pain will get 
worse.

TAYLOR
Will he live?

SALONEN
Who can say?  He’s an old man.  
He’ll do what old men do.

TAYLOR
I don’t have long.  I need him to 
live.  If I can’t bring you all the 
way, Nyland has to.

SALONEN
You think he will?  The virus has 
already mutated.  It’s evolving.  
My inoculation may not even work-  

TAYLOR
Then you’ll make a new one.

SALONEN
You think it’s not too late?

TAYLOR
No...

OPERATING ROOM - SIMULTANEOUS

Frank lies comatose.  A heart monitor ticks in his ear.  He 
doesn’t move.

TAYLOR (V.O.)
It’s not too late.

A long beat on Frank.

BLACK OUT.
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